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Chapter 1. Introduction

"Closure of bank branches has been an inevitable result of the reshaping of financial
service distribution systems. This has been brought about by the need for the banking
sector to maximise efficiency by capitalising on more cost-effective, technology-based
distribution methods. The implications of such closure are significant indeed for the
communities they affect, and are particularly evident in rural areas" (Beal and Ralston,
1997:56).

The recent dramatic shift from widely distributed, mostly State-owned, enterprises

to sparsely represented, private corporations has been viewed in the popular mind

as an urban phenomenon (Leyshon and Thrift, 1993). However, it can also be

argued that the provision of services like banking in small towns has been much

more significantly affected by government restructuring policies as such services

are usually the first to be withdrawn from areas of low population density (ibid.).

This, in turn, suggests that the provision of services in rural areas is held in less

regard by banking corporations than their provision in urban areas. Furthermore,

even with the many institutional and economic changes that occurred in New

Zealand during the 1980s and 1990s, and which have compromised the very

existence of some small towns, the importance of basic services is taken for

granted by many providers (Coombes, 1992).

In New Zealand restructuring has wrought considerable changes in the provision

of services funded by the State and private organisations, not only in terms of the

number of such services available but also the form they take. Restructuring in

New Zealand began with 'Rogernomics', a period of social and economic change

initiated by the fourth Labour Government after the 1984 election. So called after

its chief proponent, Roger Douglas, 'Rogernomics' saw the introduction of

economic policies which involved the corporatisation or privatisation of many

state activities, taxation reform, reduction in the Welfare State, and market

liberalisation. All involved frequent mergers and corporate restructuring, a
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Chapter 1. Introduction

movement that soon embraced the privately funded service sector (Le Heron and

Pawson, 1996).

Change was not confined to the local and national levels in New Zealand. Rather,

throughout the process of globalisation, services have been restructured around

the world. Indeed, Dicken (1998) argues that regardless of our position in the

world economy we cannot fail to be aware that what is happening in our backyard

is the product of forces operating at a much wider geographical scale. Commonly

identified as 'economic globalisation', the accelerating flows of capital, investment

and trade across the globe since the 1970s have been symbolised by the rapid

growth of transnational corporations, speculative financial investments, and state

liberalisation (Fagan and Weber, 1994, Linge, 1993, Dicken, 1998). Some

commentators, among them Castells (1989), believe that compression of time and

space has rendered meaningless the central geographic notion of place.

Paradoxically, globalisation has, in reality, reaffirmed the importance of the local

level and local diversity (Fagan and Weber, 1994, Peck and Tickell, 1994).

In addition to generating new forms of what is essentially risk investment,

globalisation is associated with the emergence of 'super competition' - or, as

Arndt (1987) termed it, 'Market Darwinism' - in which firms are forced to

restructure to remain profitable. These broader international influences have not

been without impact on New Zealand. The defeat of the Labour Government in

1990 did not end the process; the in-coming National Government continued the

transformation of New Zealand's economy. This was accomplished through a

series of policies occasionally referred to as 'Ruthanasia', after the Minister of

Finance, Ruth Richardson who initiated many of them (Easton, in Rees et al.,

1993).

Until the 1990s, a relatively high level of service provision still existed in New

Zealand, which, in turn, was an important component of the quality of life

enjoyed by small town residents. Coombes (1992) suggests this is a consequence

of the rural sector of the nation's economy, especially farming, being viewed

favourably in the New Zealand political arena and ensuring that rural communities

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

were 'looked after' in terms of service provision. However, since then few, if any,

rural services have escaped the cycle of restructuring: few as radically as the Post

Office, health care, or education, and certainly none as extensively as banking

services, the focus of the current study. The key question posed in this research is

how local communities coped with restructuring. Coombes (1992) suggested that

governments sitting during this restructuring period assumed that small town

communities would simply cope with change. The current study examines how,

when faced with change, small town people develop coping strategies which will,

in turn, affect the social fabric of the town at the individual level and may lead to a

new consensus of opinion and communal action in rural centres.

1.1 Research into Small Town Service Provision in New
Zealand

For the purposes of this study, 'small town' includes allied 'rural' areas, the latter

term indicating a close functional relationship with the farming sector as well as a

distant or isolated geographic location. The demographic target of this study is the

people who reside in the town and are employed within its boundaries. In

response to Cloke's (1986) advocacy of research into service change in the

provincial areas of New Zealand, this dissertation focuses on the effects of bank

branch closure, primarily because of its limited attention in the existing literature.

It aims to assess the impact of bank closure on communities at a number oflevels.

Small towns, like any settlement, are affected by bank branch closures, by decline

in services available to the community when banking corporations close branches

or merge their operations, and by loss of associated services through the closure

of all bank branches. Additionally, residents of small towns are often denied

access to non-branch delivery services because of their small populations.

Residents are then forced to adopt new, potentially alienating, technologies or to

commute to larger centres for their banking services. Despite this process having

been in train for over a decade, surprisingly little academic research has focused

on the effects of service decline in New Zealand small town communities and, in

particular, how affected communities deal with the issues of service withdrawal.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In developing this theme of reduction in and denial of services, the underlying

assumption of this research is that the residents of small towns enjoy a common

bond, termed a 'sense of community', which enables them to survive major

disruption to their lives, as with the withdrawal of necessary services. Attachment

to a small town is evident at two levels: the individual and the community.

Relevant aspects of the theory of community are outlined in the following chapter

and in Chapter Five they are explored through two case studies, along with the

notions of social sustainability and empowerment.

Moore (1998) promotes the use of case studies as essential to understanding the

social effects of change at the local level. A similar strategy is adopted in this

dissertation, in the form of two case studies located in South Canterbury, a region

chosen primarily because it has a history of service decline during the 1990s and is

sufficiently distant from other major centres to be relatively isolated from their

influence. The nearest large regional centre is Timaru, which has also experienced

population and service decline yet, more than ever, is relied on by residents of

smaller, outlying towns to provide requisite services. The role of the two case

studies is to gain understanding at the macro level of the effects of bank branch

closure on small towns and to strengthen comparison with findings elsewhere.

Opinions and impacts at the local and individual levels are dynamic -the analysis

reported later in this dissertation tends to confirm the view that no two cases are

identical - but it proved possible to establish reasonably firm conclusions about

this topic.

The two case study sites represent contrasting local community scenarios. The

first, Temuka is some fifteen kilometres north of Timaru (Figure 1.1) and is a

township which has experienced steady decline in the provision of branch banking

services over the past decade yet has retained some branches and acquired several

ATMs. The other, Pleasant Point, a much smaller rural community situated

northwest of Timaru, lost its only bank branch in 1997. It is not regarded by any

major banking corporation as an appropriate place for an ATM or even a small

scale, limited service outlet.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure. 1.1 Location map of the study area.

1.2 The New Zealand Banking System

The principal delivering element of the New Zealand financial system is the

trading bank, a commercial organisation which must be registered with the

Reserve Bank of New Zealand. At present there are five major, full-service banks

(ASB Bank, ANZ Bank, Bank of New Zealand, The National Bank, and

WestpacTmst) and one solely retail bank (TSB Bank which operates

predominantly in Taranaki Province but has national aspirations). A number of

building societies, finance companies and credit unions also offer banking services

in New Zealand. These are relatively small co-operative organisations, which focus

on the retail banking sector, and which provide services to the population at large

(Matthews, 2000:13). Merchant Banks such as Faye-Richwhite also operate within

New Zealand, but they deal mainly with larger corporate portfolios and currency

transactions rather than with the individual savings and loan services provided by

trading and retail banks.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Banking corporations decided on branch closures and staff reductions throughout

urban and small town New Zealand due to the need for them to keep abreast of

technological advances in telecommunications and computing within the open

New Zealand banking system. This was needed if they were to remain

competitive, and would allow them to establish one of the most technologically

advanced banking systems in the world (Matthews, 2000). Branch closure is often

seen as a direct reaction to rationalisation among the 'Big Four' banks in Australia

- BNZ (owned by National Australia Bank), ASB Bank (owned by

Commonwealth Bank of Australia), Westpac and ANZ (Sheeran, 1999:E1-2) - and

resulted in complementary waves of branch closures in New Zealand. Branch

closures have been justified by an increase in so-called 'non-branch delivery

services', such as Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs), EFTPOS, direct credits and

debits, as well as Internet and Telephone banking, all of which are viewed as 24

hour, seven days a week, services (Matthews, 2000).

1.3 Importance of Bank Branches in Small Towns

Bank branches, as found in small towns in pre-restructuring days, were important

components of the social and economic structures of a community. They not only

provided jobs for local people and allowed families ready access to cash but also

enabled them to borrow money and make loan repayments. They gave older

people in particular the security of knowing they could obtain cash conveniently

and safely as well as have a friendly face-to-face chat about their affairs. Bank

branches, too, were places where businesses got change for their cash registers

and deposited daily takings (Finsec, 2000). Additionally, service provision was an

effective link between small town people because services support people and

people support services. In this respect, as Joseph and ChaIrners (1995) argue, it is

useful to distinguish between services that contribute to the sustainability of day

to-day lifestyles and those that support the longer-term maintenance of

independent lives in place.
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The consequences of bank branch closures in rural areas are varied and often

considerable. They impact on the community at a number of levels, often resulting

in negative changes to the employment base, social life, and infrastructure of the

affected community. For example, in their study of seven rural New South Wales

towns, Ralston and Beal (1997) found that individual small town people were

directly affected through reduced savings, reduced investment income, and

increased size of cash withdrawals. Reduced access to and increased cost of

finance as well as reduced access to financial planning advice were observed. The

same study concluded that for businesses a bank branch closure was followed by

an increase in cheque cashing, loss of cash sales, accumulation of excess cash,

delays in depositing cheques, and increases in bad debts.

A less obvious impact is that people tend to shop in the town where they bank.

When a bank branch in a small town closes, its former patrons might be expected

to update to new, non-branch, electronic banking methods or take their business

to the nearest branch of the same corporation. There, they may also satisfy their

shopping requirements, thereby conferring a bonus on that place to the detriment

of the economy of the small town where the branch closed. According to Ralston

and Beal (1997:128) "this permanent change in spending patterns of individuals

away from their local communities and towards larger towns spells death to local

businesses, local services and local communities". This loss in local spending and

financial investment may also lead to loss of community confidence, population

decline and a decrease in the employment base of small towns, all essential to a

community's survival.

1.4 Research Questions

Given the general context of service rationalisation in the banking industry, and

how small New Zealand communities have reacted to the closure of bank

branches (Section 1.1), specific research questions were identified and the most

appropriate were selected. This study concerns three core research questions:
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1. How has bank branch closure affected the social character of the

community?

2. What options have small town communities been given by banking

corporations to reduce, mitigate or compensate for the loss of traditional

financial delivery systems, and have they been adopted?

3. Have affected communities developed or welcomed alternatives to reduce,

mitigate or compensate for the loss of traditional financial delivery

systems?

1.5 Research Outline

This dissertation is organised into SiX chapters. Following this Introduction,

Chapter Two reviews the literature that provides the conceptual context for this

study, and includes the relevant national and international literatures. Themes

deemed important by other researchers and relating to changing service provision

in small towns, communities, social sustainability and empowerment - are covered.

The guiding research strategy used to address the objectives of this study is

discussed in Chapter Three. To place this study of small town bank branch closure

in context, Chapter Four provides an account of the effects of service withdrawal

in other developed countries, while introducing the formal alternatives available to

small town communities seeking replacements for traditional over-the-counter

banking methods. This is accompanied by an analysis of the levels at which small

town communities are affected by, and respond to, financial service decline. Next,

Chapter Five focuses on the factors that form and influence these levels in

Temuka and Pleasant Point, and finally, Chapter Six provides a summary of the

study, including possible avenues for future research.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

"Without community action, there is not community development. If community
attachment fosters community action, then exploring the detachments of
individuals' attachment to their local communities is a first step toward finding
solution to these problems" (Beggs et al. 1996: 407).

This chapter provides academic context for this investigation into recent changes

in financial service provision in small towns. Bank branch closure in such

situations incorporates four broad fields of academic inquiry: the changing

provision of services; the nature of community; the idea of 'social sustainability';

and, finally, the process of empowerment of affected communities in their

responses to service decline and adoption of adaptive strategies. Each of these

fields of enquiry constitutes the theoretical base for this research and provides

already documented examples against which to evaluate results from the two case

studies explored in this dissertation.

2.1 Service Provision Change in New Zealand

During the terms of the National and Labour administrations of the 1980s,

fundamental policy changes were made to alleviate the deepening economic crisis

stemming from long-standing macro-economic contradictions, global recession

and protectionism, shifts in international competition, and organisation of

production (Britton, et al. 1993). This period was also marked by changes in the

provision of services. Entry arrangements were liberalised in banking, advertising

and aviation, and changes to macroeconomic policy and laws governing money

markets permitted the unrestricted flows of currency into and from New Zealand.

9



Chapter 2. Literature Review

In retrospect, those changes were part of the process of economic and social

restructuring, which gathered momentum in the 1990s but which had first gained

currency in New Zealand in the mid-1970s, more or less as the post-1945 boom

period of economic growth drew to a close. Restructuring was directed at

'restoring competitiveness', the 'free market', as well as 'greater investor

autonomy' and was justified by economic analysis and theory. The basic problems

were perceived as economic and therefore in need of economic solutions (Britton,

et al. 1993:4). This was the fundamental premise of the era known as

'Rogernomics', a period of dramatic economic restructuring which impacted upon

all facets of life in New Zealand, among them retail banking. In the broadest

terms, the agenda of the Labour Government (1984-1990) and that of its advisers

from overseas and within New Zealand, was to open the way for the elaboration

of 'market forces', or more correctly, the regeneration of capitalism. The process

was driven by a rationale comprising three options. One was that where the

benefits were primarily individual and separately identifiable, industry should be

sold (privatised). A second was that where the benefits were both societal and

individual, state-owned enterprises should be established and required to operate

commercially; i.e., they would be corporatised. Thirdly, where the benefits were

more societal than individual, then government departments should remain

responsible for such services or be departmentalised (ibid.).

When implemented, this rationale initiated a senes of changes that produced

considerable reduction in the service sector concomitant with a withdrawal by the

State from the provision of some services. Staff redundancies were considerable,

most profoundly in terms of government activity in taxation, welfare, labour, and

related services (Britton, et al. 1993). This reduction in the 'Welfare State'

apparatus was accompanied by a trend towards customer self-service and reduced

employment growth in several industries, including banking which featured

increased use of Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs), as well as Telephone and

Internet banking. Such technological advances allow industries to match the

trends of competing industries dispersed through globalisation in an attempt to

match if not stay one step ahead of the competition. Thus, through technological

10



Chapter 2. Literature Review

advances, global influences have come to condition the provision and form of

local services.

Changes in the provision of services, including those provided by bank branches,

have led to rural and small town unemployment. Many provincial areas have

suffered from outward migration, often of the youngest and most able, and this

population decline has eroded the vitality of small town services as well as the

communities themselves (Leyshon and Thrift, 1995). Services usually provided by

widely spread organisations have become increasingly specialised and centralised.

As a result, consolidated schools serve many communities, doctors are

concentrated in group practice clinics in the larger towns, and area-wide 'growth

centres' supply much of the shopping and entertainment for non-urban areas

whose people are purchasing much the same market basket as their urban

counterparts (Dillman and Hobbs, 1982).

Jackson (1994) has argued that technologically, New Zealand's banking industry is

likely to be driven by what dominates globally (in Le Heron and Pawson, 1996).

Similarly, Fagan (1990) believes restructuring has become a widely accepted label

for the suite of economic, social and political changes that have arisen in response

to the current crisis in capital accumulation. Restructuring typically occurs in

periods of severe or concentrated political change, when new relations between

capital, labour and the state emerge, giving rise to a new regime of accumulation.

These dynamics of global restructuring have had a profound influence on the

New Zealand financial sector, to the point where profits and dividends may be

sent offshore rather than remain in the local economy. The situation was well

stated by the Alliance Party leader Jim Anderton in his 1999 address to credit

union Otago:

"The five big banks - ANZ Postbank, ASB, BNZ, National Bank and Westpac Trust
- made a combined after tax operating profit in New Zealand last year of $1100
million. They paid dividends to their overseas shareholders of over $1000 million,
adding to our total overseas debt which now stands at $101 billion. Ninety percent
of their profits are not being reinvested in banking in New Zealand, but are claimed
by overseas owners" (Anderton, 1999, speech notes).
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

It is clear that restructuring changes places. Restructuring is about the impact of

global, national and local forces that combine to shape the material world we

encounter daily, wherever we live. However, the reverse also applies. By

definition, the capitalist accumulation process is inherently global so adequate

recognition must be given to international trends. According to Britton et al:

(1993:3) "our position is that the global must be seen in the local, and the local in

the global", and yet to single out global forces for consideration is to miss the

significant influence of national and local processes.

The local is, of course, of prime interest to the present study. Its relevance in

terms of restructuring as having had a negative impact through service change,

and meaning was captured by Coombes (1992:31) in his study of service decline in

Balclutha. Quoting one member of the community whom he interviewed, the

point was made that the concern of a majority of Balclutha residents was the

prospect of losing local doctors through health service decline. "They're [doctors]

not just for health needs, they're leaders in the community and leaders we just

don't want to lose", an assessment which Coombes (1992) endorsed. Additionally,

Kearns and Joseph (1997), in their study of the restructuring of the health sector,

argued that an interpretation of the local impacts of any particular aspect of

restructuring needs to be set alongside an appreciation of the in-place impact of

other processes unfolding over the socio-cultural landscapee In the same vein, they

believe there should be an acknowledgement of the dynamic inter-relationship of

place and space, and of structure and human agency.

2.2 Community Theory

As pointed out in the introduction, the underlying assumption of this dissertation

is that residents of small towns share feelings of togetherness and attachment to a

shared location or place, a 'sense of community' and a notion deeply rooted in the

idea of the 'local'.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

In the field of social geography, there are numerous perspectives on the concept

of community. Lewis (1979), however, has identified two major approaches. First

is the ecological, in which community structure manifests itself in a spatial and a

temporal sense. The second views community as a social system - that is, as the

smallest spatial system which encompasses the major features of society. Under

that concept a community is a place where individuals interact with each other and

receive the greater part of their physiological, psychological and social needs, and

personal support.

Insofar as the economic and political decisions that drive restructuring are usually

made at government and corporate levels, the process is largely an urban one.

However, the effects of such 'urban' decisions do not stop at the boundaries of

the town. Rather, they filter down and permeate the realm of the small town. In

the face of globalisation, such communities become increasingly like urban areas

(although smaller in population size) in terms of their needs for service provision,

communication and transport facilities (Dicken, 1998), as well as business

opportunities due to the increase in Internet use as a means to operate a business

from home. Yet, as stated in Chapter One, small towns are usually harder hit by

service change than are urban areas and, thus, the transformations in the two are

uneven, as shown by the absence of alternative services available to small town

communities.

In their study of community, Elias and Scotson (in Bell and Newby, 1978) suggest

that the researcher is faced with a great variety of problems. They raised, by

implication, the question of whether or not all communities are equally

constructed and maintained, to gain an understanding of what defines their

specific characters (the character of a community) which is the focus of this study.

Thus, this concept of community infers a dynamic created and maintained by the

people involved, which is in turn rooted in a particular geographic location.
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Agnew (1987 in Johnston et al., 1998:442)1, defines place as "[a] proportion of

geographical space occupied by a person or thing" Johnston (1998) goes further to

state that this 'sense of place' is intrinsic to a place itself as well as to the

attachment people have to it. Nevertheless Jackson and Penrose (1993, in Dunn et

al. 1995) stipulate that, like notions of race and gender, places are not givens. They

are in fact socially constructed outcomes.

As a socially constructed concept, then, a community implies socially bonded

relationships that allow townsfolk to survive events that have disturbed the usual

behaviour and operation of a community. Indeed, according to Sussman (1959:1

2) a community is said to exist "when interaction between individuals has the

purpose of meeting individual needs and obtaining group goods". On the other

hand, Jonassen (in ibid.) thought the term 'community' has been used

indiscriminately to mean anything from a neighbourhood, a 'world community',

and even a number of persons with like interests. Such a vague if not nebulous

definition can only add to the confusion so apparent in studies that invoke this

concept. Instead Jonassen (1959) offers a more specific definition where a

community consists of an integrated group of interdependent biotic, cultural, and

social relations and structures that have evolved through mutual adjustments to

environmental situations. To Jonassen community,

"is a spatial group wherein the effects of interdependence and integration are
made evident by the community's consciousness of unity and its ability to exercise
adequate control over social, cultural and biotic processes within its boundaries"
(Ionassen, 1959: 21).

Much of the confusion surrounding the concept derives from the early use made

of it by Ferdinand Tonnies. In his book Gemeinschaji und Gese!lschqft, Tonnies

(1887) provided a rich source of ideas about human communities. His greatest

legacy was the typological perspective on community, a typology usually expressed

in terms of dichotomy, Gemeinschaji (community) and Gese!lschaji (society). Of

these, Tonnies believed Gemeinschaji to be the more enduring as it identifies a

1 This is characterised by three major elements of Place: Locale - the settings in which social relations
are constituted; Location - the geographical area being occupied; and Sense ofPlace - the local
'structure of feeling' (Johnston et al, 1998,:442).
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particular system of social relationships with a specific geographical locale: a

dimension not unlike Agnew's sense of place. Additionally, Naples (1994) found

that changes within communities resulted in a loss of what best can be described

as gemeinschaft

In an analysis of Tonnies' ideas, Loomis (in Lewis, 1979:33) argued that "no social

system could persist if relations were either completely Gemeinschaft-like or

completely Gesellschaft-like". Even if this were so, it is not a solution that would

prevent the human mind from conceiving of such ideal-types and using them for

comparative and ordering purposes.

2.3 Nature of the Small Town Community

"Aside from the family farm, no aspect of community life is bestowed with
greater nostalgia, images of social harmony, and old-fashioned virtue than is the
rural community. Because it is small, the rural community is romanticised as a
place with no identity crisis. It is seen as a place where sharing and caring are a
way of life and democratic decision making has prevailed" (Dillman and Hobbs,
1982:245).

When one refers to small town communities a locality is implied, that is a

geographically defined place where people interact. Thus, Dillman and Hobbs'

1982 statement about the rural community is also applicable to small towns.

Whatever the reality of often idealised values and images associated with such

places, economic change means small town communities face dilemmas about

their future. The self-sufficient community with its one-room schools, a general

store, butcher shop, post office and family doctor has long since given way to

state and local partnerships in the provision of many such services.

Small towns are not static entities. Rather the issues affecting them can be

examined in terms of change. Indeed, rural communities have never been

insulated from the social and economic change underway in the broader society.

What occurs in them is an outcome of history, and especially of the changing

relationship between rural and urban society. Nevertheless, the choices small town

people make will affect the direction change takes in their communities, as do
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political and economic decisions made outside the community. Not only that,

social problems experienced by the residents of small communities become

problems capable of solution through collective action (Iones, 1995).

Change is especially evident in economic life. In the past rural and small town

communities were often characterised by their primary activity, which was usually

a single economic base. This is today much less so than in earlier years. Most small

town communities are now diversifying their economies, and even if they are

dominated by a single dominant enterprise, economic life still involves a broad set

of commercial activities. Furthermore, small town communities are much less self

sufficient than they once were; servicing, distribution, transportation and

communications with the surrounding area, and indeed the globe, are vital to their

survival.

However, as Massey (1995), among many, has pointed out the question of the

construction of community and the meaning of place arises because of particular

developments, specifically those of social relations, time-space compression, and

globalisation. For this reason, the nature of 'place' and 'community' is now

increasingly globally determined. The provision of small town services is no

exception, especially not banking facilities, where corporate decisions taken by

offshore owners appear to determine the role and degree of financial services

available in small town New Zealand.

2.3.1 How communities respond to change

Many myths surround small towns, none more so than the belief that the people

who live in such settlements are ambivalent about change. On the contrary, Taylor

(1995) shows that residents of small towns have a good understanding of the

processes that threaten their viability and are aware of downstream implications.

From this knowledge, according to Taylor (ibid), they are able to anticipate change

and lessen its impact. In this respect, when reading across a number of examples it

became apparent that there are various themes about how communities respond
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to change. These themes relate to the negative impact of change on small town

communities with respect to economic, service, social and cultural implications,

from loss of community feeling to major economic downturn. According to

Coombes (1992), there are a number of 'disaster' theories which falsely depict

small town reactions to change. Small town communities are often qualified in a

negative manner, with terms such as vicious rycles and permanent decline.

Coombes (ibid.) believes preViOUS studies too often imply that small town

communities simply cope with change. Furthermore, there is the suggestion that

such communities are uniform in their perception of change as a whole and that

all members respond to change in a similar fashion. This suggestion overlooks the

specific impact on peoples of differing variables or characteristics, like age, socio

economic status, and employment. The current study addresses this research gap.

The diverse composition of small town communities is often hidden by the need

for members to assume a collective identity by believing they are socially equal in

theory, if not in reality, in their pursuit of common goals. Jones (1995:8), however,

contests that view. Such equalities seldom exist and "communities develop a set of

strategies to protect the illusion, and thereby a sense of social cohesion, and a

sense of solidarity, are maintained in the face of very real discrepancies in wealth

and power". Solidarity, suggests Jones (ibid), offers community members a sense

of belonging but also demands a measure of conformity, which can block change

or limit the choices communities may consider in dealing with social issues.

Yet such a veneer of solidarity does not restrain members of the community,

individually or collectively from reacting to service decline in an angry or outraged

fashion. This is a typical response in small towns when daily lives are disrupted.

Such outbursts are hardly surprising when people find themselves disempowered

and their communities marginalised. According to Flecknoe and McLellan

(1994:6), they are frequently stimulated because change is all too often

experienced as a negative process imposed from the outside "by faceless directors

of multinational companies, or by leaders of central government who seem
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immune to protest and who do not have to live with the consequences of their

decisions".

Outrage about the prospect of service withdrawal may be expressed through

migration in search of employment and family opportunities. Research by Fitchen

(1995) has shown that the first to leave town are usually the young, skilled and

educated. Selective out-migration is likely to increase local poverty rates simply

because the community's population declines without commensurate reduction in

the number of its low-income residents.

Absolute change in service provision was found by Coombes (1992) to be less

important than how affected communities perceive change to the quality of their

services. However, while Coombes did not document the specific qualitative

changes, the current research aims to do so by examining change in the quality of

service provision using a case study of absolute financial service withdrawal

(pleasant Point) and one of reduction in customer choice of banking corporations

(Temuka).

As the financial services industry moves towards a more 'remote', at-a-distance,

form of doing business through increased use of technology, so it retreats from

service provision in areas occupied by individuals least able to participate

(Leyshon and Thrift, 1995). Such developments also require of affected

individuals a greater involvement with, and understanding of, the workings of the

financial system than is necessary to maintain an ordinary cheque or savings

account. This greater level of awareness has been termed 'Financial Literacy'

(ibid.). As small town communities often comprise a substantial proportion of

older people accustomed to more traditional ways of transacting their savings,

they may be unwilling or unable to adapt to the new, at-a-distance banking

methods.
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Social change can be interpreted in different ways and at different scales. At the

individual level it can be defined as the process by which people change from a

traditional way of life to a more complex, technologically advanced and rapidly

changing lifestyle. Such change is not always desired by the community. This is the

case in the restructuring of service provision - especially in terms of banking,

which may emanate from within or without the community. Empirical evidence

would suggest that the latter is by far the most dominant among small town

communities (Lewis, 1979). Additionally, the rate at which social change takes

place is of crucial significance for the functioning and structure of a community.

Failure by a community to adjust fully to change can cause considerable conflict

and problems of adjustment for the individuals involved. A community's response

to forced or imposed change is catalysed by their believed 'need' to pull together

as a group in the traditional sense of the term by activating their sense of

community or attachment to a specific place (Naples, 1994).

2.3.3 Locals acting together

In an earlier study by Knoke and Thompson (1977, in Beggs et at, 1996) it was

found that in any organised community response to change, variations occurred

along the lines of gender, age, education and affluence. For example, individuals

with higher incomes hold higher expectations for their community and its leaders

and, therefore, tend to be more critical of the community than less affluent

persons. Additionally, people with higher levels of education had weaker local ties

than did persons with lower levels of education, and more affluent individuals

sought services, such as banking, that were unavailable in their community. As

small town communities include a demographically diverse range of residents, it

can therefore be assumed that a homogeneous, community-inclusive response to

service decline is unlikely.
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How residents of small towns cope with and make sense of changes within their

respective communities represent two interrelated and less visible dimensions of

social restructuring. According to Naples (1994), coping strategies include

personal and family adjustments, as well as community-wide economic

development approaches and provision of social services. Traditional notions of

small town community life, ideologies of agrarianism and gemeinschaft, gender

and class relations, are used as personal and community resources to cope with

the changing economic and social context. Naples (ibid) found that communities

suffering from some form of collective distress responded by collective action.

2.4 Social Sustainability

For several decades, research into communities has questioned whether modern

forms of these social groups remain important, despite national and international

economic and political forces that impose constraints and dictate many local

decisions (Lyon, 1987, in Moxley and Proctor, 1995). The quality of community

solidarity is a characteristic that is hypothesised in the literature to be enhanced by

and a predictor of social sustainability. To Lloyd and Wilkinson (1985) the

concept of solidarity expressed the extent of collective action and co-ordination 

or solidarity - among diverse groups. Moxley and Proctor (1995) refer to the

degree of solidarity as measured by the strength of evidence for an emerging

pattern of community-wide social organisations that tends to unite, or is more

inclusive of, the entire community. Their study found that solidarity promoted

proactive and protective communal action.

On the other hand, Gibb (1994) defined community sustainability in a systems

sense. Then, sustainability is the ability of a system to reproduce itself through

time. A sustainable community is one which reproduces its essential 'pattern of

relationship' over time. A sustainable community will maintain a degree of

coherence in the face of ongoing changes within it and in its surrounding

environment. As community solidarity is the basis of a sense of community, and
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community action is promoted by this construct, social sustainability is borne out

of community solidarity.

The elderly comprise an important part of a small town community in terms of its

ability to survive change. Joseph and Chalmers (1998), in their article concerned

with finding a 'place' for the elderly in sustainable communities, discussed how the

wave of economic and social restructuring in small town New Zealand since 1984

had irreversibly transformed the community context for ageing. They found the

way that elderly people construct their lives in light of the impacts of change in

service provision has a significant influence on the way they view their place in the

community and the sustainability of rural communities as places to live. Liepins

(1997, in ibid) suggests the response of communities to the needs of their aged

residents will depend very much on the way community futures (and as Joseph

and Chalmers believe, by implication, sustainability) are constructed, circulated

and re-constructed in rural places. Further, the elderly of the present era have built

a tradition of supporting their community and its institutions throughout their

lives, and of taking an active role as volunteers. Joseph and Chalmers (1998) also

state that as a result of this dedication to their community, elderly people should

be rewarded and respected as constructing part of the solution to the community

sustainability problem, not as a major cause of it.

2.5 Empowerment and Adaptive Strategies

The human desire to participate in social and political life is evidenced in the range

and quantity of voluntary and community groups operating in every town and city

in New Zealand. Community theory hints at an important link between

participation and empowerment (Kinlaw, 1995). The degree of participation

depends on, and is customised to, each situation. Empowerment through

participation 1S described by Prestby, et al. (1990) as multileve1 and

multidimensional. It has intra-personal, social, behavioural, and political

components. When studying community empowerment through public

participation it is important to understand the dynamics of the broader system. As
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will be seen in Chapters Five and Six, the case studies which inform the research

in this dissertation provide insight into how community members participate in

some form of response to financial service decline, or indeed if they choose to do

anything.

Kinlaw (1995) offers a dynamic definition of empowerment. He advocates

continuous improvement in a group's performance achieved by developing and

extending the 'competent influence' of individuals over the areas and functions

which affect their performance and that of the total organisation or community.

Furthermore, a sense of the full potential of empowerment is gained when we

understand it as a process for developing and deploying competent influence. In

turn, competent influence may come from a prominent member of the public,

such as a local businessperson. Nevertheless, "it is imperative that leaders take the

time to understand the full scope of this process before they begin to make

decisions and initiate actions to help their community enhance the empowerment

of its people" (ibid:23).

Research to date has revealed that shifts in a small town's economy manifest the

growing diversity of survival strategies. In response to economic challenge, Naples

(1994) found that small town residents in rural USA augmented their on and off

farm labour in order to conserve and generate household income. Working class

residents pieced together the receipts from public assistance and on-farm work,

work on others' farms, off-farm employment, seasonal construction work, and

informal activities such as sewing and carpentry. Naples also found that families

combined work strategies to cover childcare and on-farm work, alternating shifts

in local factories and, consequently, spending less time with one another. Men

accepted numerous part-time and seasonal low-wage jobs as truck drivers,

construction workers and factory workers, often great distances from their homes.

These adaptive strategies employed by members of a community under pressure

are at the individual level, though in some cases affected persons help each other

through combined work. However, these are not examples of co-ordinated
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community effort in which the whole town rallies in a single act. Small town

communities appear to implement adaptive strategies not too dissimilar to social

Darwinism. This 'survival of the fittest' philosophy incorporates community

members either adapting to the new means of financial service provision in order

to participate in the town economy and everyday life, or be left behind. Joseph

and Chalmers (1995) demonstrated that this process affects the elderly most in

small town communities. Alternatively, those who do not or cannot adapt may

migrate to places that offer the service provision they are accustomed to.

2.6 Summary

Four broad fields of academic inquiry have provided the conceptual framework

and theoretical base for this research. These are studies of the changing provision

of services in New Zealand; the nature of community; the idea of 'social

sustainability'; and the process of empowerment. The dimensions of community

affecting change outlined in this analysis of the literature provide aspects that will

inform the discussion in Chapters Five and Six. The following chapter, however,

discusses the research strategy, including consideration of the preferred approach,

an introduction to the study area, and methods used for data collection and

analysis.
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This chapter outlines the methods used to determine the impact of bank branch

closure in small towns, and the measures these communities may take in response

to such closures. The chapter begins with a discussion of the approach guiding the

research process. Following this is an introduction to the study area. An overview

is then provided of the methods used to identify the research subjects and to

specify methods for data collection. Finally, the strategies for data analysis are

addressed.

3.1 Adopted Approach

As this study focuses on reaching an understanding of the consequences of bank

branch closure, a two tiered system of procedures was used in the investigation.

The first layer concerns the over-arching interpretative paradigm. As Sarantakos

(1993:35) argues, "interpretative theorists believe that reality is not 'out there' but

in the minds of people: reality is internally experienced, is socially constructed

through interaction and interpreted through the actors, and based on the

definition people attach to it".

From this perspective, one aspect of the research is to understand the 'realities' of

small town people in their experience of branch closure through the use of

information from two case studies, thence to identify effects of branch closure

and their consequences on small towns in general. By utilising an interpretative

perspective there was implicit recognition that research subjects' views of branch

closure are an outcome of their experiences as well as of the effects on the wider

community through social interactions. To achieve such understanding it was

necessary to adopt a qualitative approach to the proposed research. The dominant
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form of data collection involved a systematic postal questionnaire to provide this

qualitative data. It was reinforced by detail from semi-structured, key informant

interviews. This detailed analysis of local responses to bank restructuring

replicates, in part, the approach of Campbell (1994) who focused on the response

of farmers to external pressures during the mid-1980s. The present study however,

has a broader, more community-based focus and provides empirical evidence for

how the roles of and relationships between banks and small town communities

are integral to and essential for community survival.

The second layer consisted of an in-depth literature search on the characteristics

and extent of financial service changes in a wider context. Unlike other studies of

small town change, there was no need to ground the research in the

methodological realm of rural geography as financial service change has affected

the entire country - rural areas and urban. The bodies of literature consulted

concern New Zealand financial service restructuring and the effects of bank

branch closure on small towns both overseas and in New Zealand.

3.2 Body of Theory - Placing the Research

"Qualitative research is set to produce theories that are grounded in empirical data
from which they are generated and are the result of social research that goes
through a number of steps" (Sarantakos, 1993:13).

If an investigator is to perform and justify social research it is necessary to work

within a body of theory. Sarantakos (ibid.) asserts that a researcher should enter

the field without preconceptions, strict designs, categories, hypotheses, expert

knowledge about the research object, firm concepts, or theoretical definitions.

However, such a pure approach to social research is difficult at best and it is rare

to study a topic of concern to society from a completely neutral standpoint. That

was certainly true of the present study. The detailed media coverage of small town

branch closures meant that I began with preconceived ideas and opinions. In

addition, any research into issues involving social groups results in bias as people

talk to each other about their experiences, and this may affect a person's own

perceptions and experience.
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As outlined ill Chapter Two, the underlying assumption of this study is that

residents of small towns have a sense of togetherness, or 'community', which

enables them to respond to change. According to Stacey (in Bell and Newby,

1974), if community studies are to be undertaken they must be justified as one

would justify any piece of sociological research: i.e. they must make it possible

either to test already existing propositions or to formulate hypotheses within a

given conceptual framework. Furthermore, such studies should provide data in

answer to questions about how particular aspects of society work, which may be

drawn together to develop an understanding of the larger 'how' of social systems

in general. In terms of the current piece of research this larger 'how' refers to the

ways in which small town residents react to, and mitigate or reduce the effects of,

branch closure.

Given that personal experiences of branch closure were invariably communicated

by respondents to the questionnaire and in interviews, 'Narrative Theory' was

used to reach an understanding of how small town communities are affected by

the closure of local bank branches. This theoretical approach begins with the

assumption that stories are a pervasive quality of our humanity. Narratives are

used to organise an individual's experience of time, to construct and maintain

social groups, to guide socialisation processes, and to maintain control in

organisations (Harris et al., 1995). Narratives can be conceptualised as social acts;

they are an important part of the communicative processes used to construct the

social world. Until recently, however, this relationship has been largely overlooked

by social scientists because stories are seen as epiphenomenal (ibid.) and hence not

worthy of serious attention. In spite of this, narrative is a useful concept in the

context of the current study as the 'story' of small town community responses to

bank branch closure is the overarching outcome of this dissertation. Ricoeur

(1984, in Harris et al, 1995) called this 'emplotment', where a sequence of stories

regarding an event is constructed to form a chronicle.
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3.3 Recognition of Community Diversity

It was important for the research to recognise difference and diversity in the

responses to questions as well as in the results of related studies. It was also

thought desirable not to replicate past studies, and their research strategies, but

rather to strike out on a new path. Recognition of diversity carries over into the

interpretation of results from the two case studies as both towns had different

experiences of branch closure, as will be explained later in this section.

Robson (1993:402) suggested that "anyone moving away from studies based on

quantitative data is likely to have to face criticisms that the work is unreliable,

invalid and generally unworthy of admission into the magic circle of science". In

recognition of this suggestion, information was collected from a range of sources

as well as the employment of differing methods. Besides facilitating critical

analysis, triangulation may verify perceived patterns and processes, and

complement other responses (Walker, 1993). Furthermore, Sarantakos (1993)

asserts that triangulation can be of two types; inter-method and intra-method Both

have been adopted in this dissertation. Figure 3.1 below illustrates the use of

triangulation in this study.

LITERATURE

CONTENT

ANALYSIS

~
---------~QUESTIONNAIRES

Figure 3.1 Triangulation as a research strategy

By drawing on different methodological approaches I was able to design a study

that is compatible with current thinking about rural change and appropriate for
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my research questions. The balance of this chapter will focus on the case study

area and the methods used for data collection and analysis.

3.4 Case Study Area

The Timaru District of South Canterbury is in the heart of the South Island.

Bounded by the Rangitata River to the north and the Waitaki to the south and

stretching from the Pacific Ocean to the Southern Alps, South Canterbury is a

prosperous part of the country. The main town is Timaru, servicing the region's

tourist industry while housing one of New Zealand's main ports. Timaru provides

financial services to towns throughout the district, especially those left without

branches during the recent phase of rationalisation, or that never had such

services. In terms of financial services, Timaru has branches of ANZ Banking

Group Limited (ANZ), ASB Bank Limited, Bank of New Zealand (BNZ),

National Bank of New Zealand Limited (National), and WestpacTrust.

3.4.1 Temuka

Originally forested, the Temuka area was settled in 1853 by William Hornbrook.

Initially it was thought the land between the Temuka and Opihi rivers would be

the site for a settlement. The Rhodes brothers of Timaru bought and subdivided

25 acres of surrounding land in 1859. However, floods destroyed any dreams they

had of completing the project. Meanwhile, surveyor Samuel Hewlings had

subdivided land on the north bank of the Temuka River, and it was there that the

township grew.

First called Wallingford, after Hewling's birthplace in Berkshire, Temuka took its

Maori name in 1866. Recognised for its rich fertile soils, the area soon developed

into a prosperous farming community, and its first butter factory opened in 1883

(Baycity Internet, 2000). Its role as a dairying centre continues to this day. The two

rivers that irrigate the surrounding farmland offer opportunities for fishing aiding

Temuka's reputation as a sporting area. As of 1996, the population of Temuka
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just under 4000. Despite recent closure of one branch in March 1999, there

remains competition between the ANZ and BNZ banking corporations (plate 2).

In terviews with the members of middle management of both were undertaken in

mid-June 2000.

Plate 2: Bank ofNew Zealand branch, King Street Temuka.
(Source: Baycity Internet and Multimedia Ltd.)

3.4.2 Pleasant Point

Pleasant Point was originally an outstation of the Rhodes Brothers' Levels run.

The town grew slowly around an accommodation house established in 1884. A

number of locations nearby, including the junction of the Ngawai and Opihi

rivers, were well known to early travellers.

From 1908 to 1954 Pleasant Point was an autonomous town district; now it is

administered by the Timaru District Council. With a population of over 1200, it is

more than just a service centre for the surrounding farming area. One of the many

tourist attractions of the area, the steam locomotive, is located in the town centre

(plate 3). Its industries include joinery, taxidermy, honey processing, light

engineering and saw milling (Baycity Internet, 2000). Pleasant Point experienced

complete withdrawal of financial services when its only bank branch closed in

March 1997. Additionally all post office services have ceased, and the population
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is deemed too small by the banking corporations to justify installation of an ATM

facility.

Plate 3: Pleasant Point steam train tourist attraction in the town centre.
(Source: Baycity Internet and Multimedia Ltd.)

3.5 The Questionnaires

The main data collection tool was a postal questionnaire (see Appendix A). It was

thought to yield a greater number of responses and, therefore, deeper

understanding of personal and community experiences of branch closure than

would have been possible with interviews alone. The purpose of the questionnaire

was two-fold. Firstly, it was to assess how people in each town viewed changes to

the provision of local banking services. It was also used to achieve understanding

of how individuals and the community are affected by and are coping with change.

AIm (1991) noted that public opinion polls tend to give biased results because

people do not have to live with the consequences of their decisions. Others argue

that the residents of a provincial town lack sufficient understanding of a complex

issue to give a valid response. The rapid response of Pleasant Point residents to

the mail out (as shown in Figure 3.2) and the volume of additional comments

disprove this statement. Sarantakos (1993) states, however, that the main

characteristic of a questionnaire is that it allows for non-biased data from the

respondent because the researcher has only limited contact with the participant.
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Figure 3.2 Questionnaire response.

3.5. 1 Validity of a questionnaire

The postal questionnaire was designed to elicit details of respondents' feelings and

the nuances of individual experiences of branch closure, all of which are difficult

to standardise (Walker, 1993). By adopting this approach, factors that encourage

or discourage a specific reaction could be identified, permitting a deeper

understanding of respondents' experiences.

3.5.2 Content and structure

The questionnaire was in five sections. The first asked for personal details and

place of residence. It was kept short to avoid the prospective respondent

experiencing lack of motivation, a common problem when asking personal

questions at the outset. This line of questioning at the beginning allowed open

ended questions and comments at the end of the questionnaire, letting the

respondent complete the form on a relaxed note. The second section concerned

the effects of branch closure and sought responses to questions on such topics as
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shopping behaviour and the observed consequences for the town of branch

closure. Attention was given to the sequence of questions, as the context of a

question may impact on the validity of a response. Additionally, equal attention

was given to wording in order to minimise the risk of prompting.

Section three sought information about an individual's personal banking style. The

section then progressed to questions relating to the respondent's preferred

method of banking. The broad aim was to ascertain the respondent's satisfaction

with financial service provision in his or her town. All questions were set out on

the page in a filtered manner, thus easing the respondent into such sensitive topic

areas as their average withdrawal of cash. The fourth section inquired into the

general effects of branch closures on the levels of business operation and also

how a respondent had been affected.

The fifth and final section asked for respondent's opinions on alternatives to bank

branches. As Sarantakos (1993) stresses, it is imperative that the questionnaire

format has consistent flow and transition. The use of sub-sections, and the order

of the questions within each, ensured such a flow. The actual questionnaire was

double-sided to make its appearance less forbidding.

3.5.3 Distribution

Copies of the questionnaire were distributed by post in early June. A return date

was not included. Accompanying the questionnaire was a covering letter

(Appendix B) to introduce the researcher and the study, and to guarantee

anonymity of participation. The covering letter also defined who m each

household should complete the questionnaire: respondents had to be over

eighteen years of age. A response rate of sixty percent was aimed for and an initial

seventy-five questionnaires per town were sent out. Sample addresses were chosen

from the telephone directory. Every tenth Temuka residential address was

recorded, and every fifth Pleasant Point address due to its smaller population.

Because many Pleasant Point street names were repeated, a geographically even
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distribution was not achieved. Self-addressed stamped envelopes accompanied the

questionnaire for the respondent to return the form free of charge, thus increasing

the likelihood of a response. In fact, the response rate was just thirty-three percent

for the first run. Of the returned questionnaires Pleasant Point respondents

provided fifty-eight percent and Temuka respondents forty-two percent. As a

result of the low response rate an additional run of two hundred questionnaires

was sent out in earlyJuly. The original total response rate was almost replicated by

the second run of postal questionnaires. However a disparity occurred between

Pleasant Point and Temuka respondents within the thirty-five percent final

response rate, with Pleasant Point residents comprising sixty-one percent of the

one hundred and twenty-two respondents. Temuka provided the remaining thirty

nine percent.

3.5.4 Coding of questionnaire data

Information from the questionnaire survey was coded then recorded as raw data

on a spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel, with the results from the questionnaire

listed under the titles of the boxes respondents were asked to tick. For questions

where a written answer was required the three most common answers were

collated, from which graphs were constructed by sub-cohort. Where a different

answer to the three most common was given, answers were grouped with the

closest answer. For example, if a respondent indicated that he or she was angry

with a respective bank for closing, while another stated that he or she was

outraged, then both responses were categorised under the heading of 'anger', and

so on.

The second coding dissected the data into demographic cohorts from which

trends were established. This allowed ease of classification of ideas, themes and

opinions that emerged from the data into thematic files that could be interpreted

and related to the specific research questions. The format for this index comprises

differentiation between the two case studies. Following this, respondents were

classified according to gender, age (by the standard cohorts of 18-24, 25-44, 45-64,
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or 65+ years), and employment status. Trends were established from graphical

evidence reproduced from this index.

3.6 Interviews

Interviews were the other primary source of data. They provided the means by

which personal responses could be openly acknowledged, when interviewees

could express their views about branch closure freely and clearly. The benefit of

interviews, according to Sarantakos (1993), is that they are prepared and executed

in a systematic way, controlled by the researcher to avoid bias and distortion and

relate to specific research questions and research purposes.

3.6.1 Key informants

Interviews conducted for this study involved two categories of respondents:

business owners and operators within Temuka and Pleasant Point, and members

of middle management from the three local trading banks. The members of

middle management at the two remaining Temuka banks were interviewed in

June, while a member of middle management of the Timaru branch of National

Bank was interviewed via email due to his unavailability during the fieldwork

period. The banking corporation whose branches have closed in Pleasant Point

and Ternuka was not available for comment. Prospective interviewees in the

category of business owner/operators were identified from the yellow pages of the

local telephone directory and contacted by letter (Appendix C) similar to those

issued with the questionnaires.

Interview participants were contacted by phone on the date stipulated in the

introductory letter, and their consent was sought to conduct an interview at a time

and date convenient to both parties in June. Members of middle management

were contacted by phone after an introductory letter had been sent to the two

remaining Temuka banks (ANZ and BNZ), while the members of middle

management of the Timaru branches of WestpacTrust and National were also
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contacted by mail. In attempting to contact individuals to whom letters had been

sent, constraints were encountered through customer services operators, which

was a complaint voiced by many respondents to the questionnaires.

3.6.2 Content and structure

All interviews were semi-structured. With regard to interviews conducted with

local business owner/operators, the questions were arranged under the following

topic headings: (a) reasons for branch closures; (b) effects on and responses of the

community; (c) effects on the local community; (d) and compensation offered by

the withdrawing banks. The topics around which interviews with bank managers

were structured comprised the bank's perceptions of its rural customers; the

reasons for and processes of branch closures; post-closure service provision; and

the bank's own perceptions of branch closure. For examples of interview

questions refer to Appendix D.

3.6.3 Coding of interview data

All key informants interviewed in June agreed to the audiotaping of interview

sessions. Once fieldwork was completed, those recordings were transcribed for

content analysis. Interview data were coded similarly to that of information from

the questionnaires. Key informants themselves were categorised into two streams.

Stream One comprised the three members of middle management from the major

banks interviewed. Each Key informant was issued a letter to appear in the text.

For example, Key Informant A. Business owners and operators were coded into

Stream Two. These interviewees were given a number to be referred to in the

text-.

1 Ethical clearance was sought and obtained from the University of Otago before the research began
for both interview Key Informants and questionnaire respondents to assure anonymity for all involved.
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3.7 Analysis and Interpretation of Questionnaires and
Interviews

The analysis of questionnaire and interview responses involved the classification

of responses according to th e research questions (May, 1994, Patton, 1990) so that

regularities and linkages could be discovered. Secondly, th emes were identified

which centred on the nature of th e answer and the town in which the respondent

resides to form a comparison of th e two study areas. Themes and trends identified

from the interviews reinforced those that emerged from the questionnaire

response data, adding depth to specific responses.

3.8 Representation of Data

D ata derived from the postal questionnaire and key informan t in terviews will be

presented and discussed in Chapters Five and Six. When referring to th e research

subjects 'respondent(s)' will relate to people who completed the postal

questionnaire, 'interviewee(s)' to people who were interviewed, and 'participant(s)'

to all research sub jects . Quantitative data will be presented in pictorial form

utilising tables and graphs. Qualitative data will be discussed through the use of

direct, yet anonymous, quoting of the source. The following chapter sets the

context of th e present study by outlining financial service restructuring and the

formal alternatives to bank branches available to small town communities after

branch withdrawal.

As a result of the Key Informants signatures on a consent form specifically stat ing they will be
identi fied by number only. A copy of the Ethical Approval form appears in Appendix E.
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This chapter provides an overview of the options available and responses

implemented by small town communities affected by branch closures and the

processes initiated to replace over-the-counter services. These insights have been

identified in an array of existing research into the topic of small town bank branch

closure, both in New Zealand, and a number of other developed countries.

4.1 Branch Closures in Small Town Areas

Branch closures are not isolated events. Alliance Party leader Jim Anderton, in

1999, described current trends in the New Zealand banking sector as desperately

in need of reform.

"In 1998, the major banks closed 109 branches. 151 were closed the year before.
One in three branches have closed since 1993. With Countrywide and National
merging, as well as Westpac and TrustBank, and an on-going programme of closures
ahead, we can expect far more communities to lose their banking services unless
something is done. At the same time, bank charges have been steadily climbing, to
the point where financial sector experts estimate that bank fees will continue to rise
by up to 50 percent over the next two years" (Anderton, 1999, speech notes)

Almost two decades earlier, Rajan identified an emerging three-tier system of

control and responsibility by corporations in the retail banking sector, the third of

which was branches in small town areas (Leyshon and Thrift, 1993). From these

two examples it is clear that, although they may offer a full range of services, small

town bank branches are considered to be of limited importance by the large
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banking corporations. Furthermore, this form of spatial specialisation or

preference for urban branches impacts on the function of small town settlements

themselves, and this self-sufficient function is increasingly being removed from

branches and located in regional or national processing centres (ibid.).

Associated with this, Zucker (in Leyshon et al., 1998:34) has identified the ideology

of process-based trust between financial institutions and their customers:

"This form of trust is generated through the act of economic exchange itself, and
requires the compilation of a historical record of successful transactions between
social actors. Process based trust is, therefore, generated through repeated
interpersonal contact, often face-to-face and usually over the course of a long-term
relationship".

Such trust will be impossible to develop or maintain if branches are replaced by

impersonal, electronic banking services. Clients may even 'shop around' for a

banking 'package' better suited to their individual needs. "It is certainly true that

retail financial services cannot count on the long-term loyalty of customers in the

way that they used to" (Leyshon and Thrift, 1998:43).

The places most socially and economically affected by restructuring are relatively

remote towns. Bank branch closure is not the only event to impact upon small

towns. Post offices, fire brigades and police stations have all been reduced in

number under the rationale that the services they provide can be delivered from

nearby towns or cities. Bank branch closure disrupts small town customers and

local businesses, impacts on the social and economic viability of the affected

towns, and encourages the people living in them to take all their business to larger

regional centres (Argent and Rolley, 2000). Jopson (1999) states that apart from

creating loss of economic confidence in the town, loss of a bank means losing

staff whom may be key figures in small town communities.

Argent and Rolley (2000) add that alternative modes of financial service delivery

now being developed by the major trading banks will fill those vital roles. Ralston

and Beal (1997) showed that over half the respondents to their postal survey
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reported that their shopping habits had changed and that their expenditure in the

town had decreased.

"The formation of capital also suffers and there is a direct link between this capital

formation and economic activity" (ibid:129) Thus, decreased expenditures in a

small town can lead to decline in employment opportunities. Potential business

ventures and industry may decide against investing in the local community,

therefore local spending falls and the population density declines. As well as

concern over individuals who maintain large cash balances at home, Ralston and

Beal (1997) found other security issues: excess cash accumulation in businesses,

and lost income due to delay in depositing cheques.

Additionally, Ralston and Beal (ibid) found that approximately 90 percent of

respondents were more pessimistic about the future of their community. This

translates into a decline in community confidence, with 39 percent of respondents

stating they would move if they could. As small town populations decline, major

banking corporations have even more reason to close branches in small towns.

Additionally, Jeffreys and Munn (1996) believed rural communities form a stoic

acceptance of change and fail to maintain an optimistic frame of mind.

A 1998 report by Neil Argent and Fran Rolley rebutted the notion that declining

small town populations cause bank closures. They claim that this 'myth' is

simplistic and implausible in the light of evidence suggesting corporate decision

making is more important than local and regional scale dynamics in determining

the allocation of branches in small town Australia. More than 60 percent of the

NSW towns that saw closure of all their bank branches between 1981 and 1998

experienced an increase in population during this time.

4.2 Alternatives to Bank Branches

Research into the alternatives available to small towns that have experienced bank

branch closure is vast. The Finance Sector Union, (FinSec) has produced a
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booklet on alternative banking services for small communities. These include

credit unions, agency services (such as those provided by a post shop), and

electronic services including EFTPOS and ATMs. This section summarises

research into alternatives implemented in countries such as the United States, the

UK, Australia, and New Zealand.

Leyshon and Thrift (1995) discuss 'Alternative Institutions of Accumulation'

(AlA) with reference to options available to small town communities which have

lost branches. They describe community development banks and credit unions as

the two most important examples of AlAs. Both are discussed below.

4.2.1 Community banks

One way to replace the face-to-face services of a bank branch is for a small town

community to establish its own 'community bank', possibly through a franchise

system such as that of the Bendigo Bank in Australia. The few New Zealand

examples of community banks that provide these services independently, as has

been the case in Palmerston and, to lesser extent, Maungaturoto, usually reinvest

profits [or the benefit of all residents and not just those who use the branch.

Bendigo Bank's community bank system is a franchise arrangement whereby the

communities involved established face-to-face banking services in a profit-sharing

deal. Each community raised start-up capital of $250,000 and was responsible for

running costs and overall viability. In return, a community can reinvest net profit

in the community. Bendigo Bank's role was to take prudential and regulatory

responsibility for the branch's operation (Hawes, 1999, in Argent and Rolley,

2000). The success of this venture has been great and enthusiastically embraced

across Australia. The first established branches turned healthy profits in their first

twelve months of operation. Additionally, the community mobilised local pools of

savings, sometimes topping them up with private and public funds (Leyshon and

Thrift, 1995).
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Community banks, established with the aid of a banking corporation, are also

known in small town United States (Leyshon and Thrift, 1995). One of the most

successful examples is the Shorebank Corporation. The main shareholders

comprised charitable foundations, concerned individuals and religious groups. In

effect, an array of community members and non-commercial groups were

involved, invoking a sense of community within the townsfolk.

In the case of Palmerston, it was the exercise of community spirit that led to an

alternative banking facility. The township lost its remaining trading bank in March

1999 (J\1cMillan, 2000). Fearful the town would decline and decay, the community

introduced its own banking facility which "takes deposits and is a place where

people can make withdrawals through EFTPOS. There is also a discretionary

service to cash cheques if people are sufficiently well known" (Scoles, in

McMillan, 2000). Deposits are regularly dispatched to Dunedin by security guard.

McMillan adds, "it is still too soon to assess its long-term future, the facility has

provided a fill-in for the township and prompted enquiries from centres as far

apart as Southland and the Bay of Plenty" (2000:10).

A further New Zealand example is Maungaturoto, north of Auckland, a township

of around 800 people servicing a large area. The population refused to submit

quietly to the closure of its last bank and established a centre, open three days a

week, where people could withdraw cash and make deposits which were then

transported by a security firm to a major centre for safe keeping (McMillan, 2000).

4.2.2 Small town transaction centres

The idea of a small town Transaction Centre stems from recent Australian Liberal

government proposals designed to return banking services to small towns with

populations of between 500 and 3000 residents and using funds from the sale of

state-owned enterprises. These transaction centres will provide personal banking,

some business banking, postal services, Medicare, as well as phone and fax

facilities. They are run by local businesses or the community to boost small
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businesses and jobs in the small town area (Liberal Party, 1998). This initiative is

sufficiently flexible to ensure that transaction centres complement but neither

duplicate nor force out of business such services as post offices.

An Australian House of Representatives committee report on small town banking

(Liberal Party, 1998) believed financial services will be available across an

expanded array of outlets, including supermarkets, pharmacies, newsagents,

government service centres, post offices and telecentres. Their success may

suggest there is still the opportunity to turn a profit in a small town area. It is

simply a case of providing an adequate service tailored to a community's need and

exploiting available resources to their full potential. Small town areas are not poor

areas. The money is there to be invested. Small town people simply need the

infrastructure to invest their liquid assets.

4.2.3 Credit Unions

Credit Unions are co-operatives that provide financial services without a profit

maximising objective but rather the aim of achieving maximum benefits for its

members (Ralston and Beal, 1999). Currently, there are 86 credit "Unions

throughout New Zealand and they service 123,000 members (FinSec, 2000).

Credit unions are the most numerous form of AlA in the world (Leyshon and

Thrift, 1995). They offer security, payment convenience and a manager who can

tailor a package to satisfy the needs of members. Credit unions are also entirely

locally owned and operated (FinSec, 2000).

Lekakis (1999) provides an example of small town credit union adoption in North

Queensland, Australia:

"When the effects of small town bank closures began to bite hard in North
Queensland about five years ago, a small Cairns-based credit union seized on the
opportunity to fill the void. Since opening its first branch, the Electricity Credit
Union has restored face-to-face banking in 15 towns on northern parts of the State.
Small town operations had generated $7.6 million in new deposits and around $6.3
million in residential and personal loans" (Australian Financial Review web page).
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While these numbers might seem modest to larger financial institutions, they are

attractive to a lender with an asset-to-deposit ratio of four or less. Many credit

unions use electronic services, such as Internet banking, but these services

supplement normal services and are not promoted as a substitute for them.

Ralston and Beal (1999) suggest the extent to which a community will support a

credit union indicates the success of credit union entry into the financial service

sector. Another factor that bears on credit union membership is the time a

community has been without a financial institution.

Credit unions service the transaction needs of the community very well. Ralston

and Beal (1998, in ibid.) studied the impact of credit union entry in four small

town communities in NSW and Queensland. Their results shed light on the

contribution such institutions make to the local economy. Each town had lost its

last bank branch more than 12 months prior to the study. Each had 'low-level'

banking facilities such as EFTPOS and a post office savings bank. In each case,

sufficient time had elapsed since the establishment of the credit union for the

researchers to observe its impact on the community. They found that credit

unions created a different kind of monopoly to that which banks had previously

done. Additionally, over-the-counter withdrawals remained the most commonly

used means of obtaining cash, and the preferred service provision. Individuals and

businesses were quick to take advantage of their transaction services, ensuring

money circulated more easily within the community, thus reversing the outflow of

funds that occurs when bank branches close.

4.2.4 Building Societies

Building Societies are non-profit maximising, mutual organisations committed to

serving their members with the best lending rate. Like credit unions their objective

is to offer the lowest variable residential mortgage rates in the market to all

borrowers, rather than offering substantial discounts to only new borrowers.
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Building Societies pride themselves on their commitment to first class customer

service and thus occupy a unique niche in the financial services sector. This is

complemented by the introduction of advanced technology, and a range of new

electronic banking facilities. Another key success factor of these societies is their

competitive pricing policy. This is achieved through the use of technology in

distribution of financial services (Ralston, 1997). Table 4.1 offers a summary of

the findings in a study by Ralston (1997), which investigated the reasons why

some small town Australian residents changed from their Main Financial

Institution (MFI).

Table 4.1 Reasons for switching from Main Financial Institution (tvIFI).

Major Bank Building Society Credit Union
% (n=1401) % (n=116) % (n=185)

High fees 39.0 9.2 7.9

Poor service 24.4 3.7 7.3

Didn't care about loyal customers 21.1 7.9 5.0

Poor interest rates 15.8 7.5 4.7

Took out a new loan with a new MFI 14.4 9.0 14.4

Staff not interested in customers 13.6 10.8 3.4

Too many mistakes 12.9 0.9 8.4

Not conveniently located 6.4 14.4 24.1

Staff didn't understand my 7.4 7.3 3.5
circumstances
Couldn't get options for my financial 6.4 4.0 5.3
problems
Wanted to consolidate with one 5.7 7.9 9.8
financial institution
Other 11.7 31.3 22.4

..
Source: Ralston (1997) 'Editorial: Bank Branch Closures m Rural Communities', m Research Newsletter of the

Centre for Australian Financial Institutions (CAPI).

It should be noted that the reasons for customers changing from credit unions

and building societies were that they are not conveniently located. These results

are a precursor to the findings of the present research; are the case study

community respondents willing to change accounts to these AlAs, or conversely,

do they give the reasons for changing banks as the inconvenience of the current

branch locations.
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An agency arrangement is where an established business provides services for a

bank or credit union. Agents may be post shops, newsagents, accountan ts, real

estate agents or local bodies, and vary in the range of services they can deliver. All

provide facilities for deposits, limited cash withdrawals and account payments.

Some in Australia even offer specialist services like loans (FinSec,2000).

Small town people in New Zealand could ensure their bank branch will not close

by supporting the proposal of Alliance Party Leader, Jim Anderton for a nation

wide 'People's Bank'. This proposal insists that by setting-up a New Zealand

owned bank through an agency like New Zealand Post, th ere would be very little

cost to the taxpayer. It would also mean more jobs, better services in small towns,

reduced interest rates, lower bank charges , less overseas debt and more

competition for overseas owned banks (Anderton, 1999).

Although this proposal has not progressed beyond the scoping stage it has

received a mixed response from the New Zealand public. Howie (2000) supports

Anderton's proposal by stating how, with some justification, banks have force d

fee increases and branch closures on customers who have little, if any choice but

to accept them.

4.2.6 Electronic services

When branches close, banking corporations may choose to install an Automatic

Teller Machine in the town. This may be done prior to closure, to acclimatise the

community to this new service provider while the branch remains operational, or

to install the machine when the branch closes as a gesture of goodwill. In either

case, A'I'Ms allow people to withdraw cash and transfer money between accounts.

Some machines allow the deposit of cash and cheques (FinSec, 2000), and balance
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enquiries, statement ordering and chequebook requests can also be made through

an ATM. Because they need a good flow of business to remain viable, ATMs

depend on population size and the business dynamics of the community. At best,

electronic banking services provide only a partial solution to the community's

financial service needs (FinSec, 2000).

A second electronic option is Electronic Funds Transaction at Point Of Sale, or

EFTPOS terminals. These allow customers to make purchases without cash, but

cash withdrawals can be made if the retailer allows. EFTPOS is available in retail

outlets of all kinds throughout the country.

Argent and Rolley (2000) argue that any assessment of the viability of branches

compared with non-branch modes of banking should take place within the

context of banks' concerted campaign to force customers out of local branches.

To paraphrase Henderson (1998, in Argent and Rolley, 2000), banks are using a

'carrot-and-stick approach' to encourage customers to do their banking in ways

almost unimaginable five to ten years ago. The stick, is, of course, raising charges

to recover the cost of over-the-counter transactions, while the carrot is low fees

for transaction services delivered in newer ways, such as by ATMs.

The number of ATMs per 1000 people in New Zealand is relatively low

(Matthews, 2000). On the other hand, the rise in the use of EFTPOS through

Australasia has been rapid. In Australia the number of EFTPOS terminals

increased by 500 percent between 1994 and 1998 (Argent and Rolley, 2000).

However, the range of transactions that can be carried out through an EFTPOS

terminal is limited. Additionally, EFTPOS terminals are expensive for retailers to

purchase or hire, and small town retailers take considerable risks when investing in

them.

Alternatively, Finsec (2000) has suggested that a business or club could host an

electronic service centre combining ATM, EFTPOS and a computer with voice

modem for telephone banking. The host would need to provide trained staff to
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support users , especially the elderly and those with disabilities. However provision

of services on this scale would be very expensive, and a high rate of patronage

would be required.

4.2.7 Internet and Telephone Banking

Internet Banking is designed for banking when and where it suits. Promoted as a

24 hour, seven days a week service, it is available when ATMs and bank branches

are not readily accessible yet customers retain complete control over their finances

and are able to see what is happening to their savings.

Internet banking users find these systems fulfil virtually all their banking

requirements: checking and printing account balances; confirmation of payments;

transferral of funds between accounts; bill payments and control o f the timing of

these; and transaction histories. ''With Internet Banking you have instant access to

your accounts at the touch of a button, or the click of a mouse" (BNZ, 2000:3).

However, one cannot deposit or withdraw cash with Internet Banking, and

questions have been raised over the security of Internet Banking packages.

The other form of personal banking by electronic means is Telephone Banking.

'Phone Banking' (Westp acTrust, 2000) offers a wide range of services that can be

accessed round the clock. All that is needed is a touch tone phone. The services

available include account balances, reviews of transactions, ordering cheque and

deposit books, statement requests, transferring fund s to other accounts, payment

of bills (including credit cards), and information about foreign currencies. In

addition, 'Phone Assist' allows customers to talk to their Customer Services

Representative s seven days a week to enquire about accounts, automatic

payments, to update personal details, set up bill payments, obtain information on

current interest rates and term investments, stop cheques from being processed,

and for general enquiries (ibid.). Security is in the form of Tele-ID N umbers and

Passwords.
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Telephone Banking, thus, offers virtually all the services available from a branch

and is very convenient once mastered. It fails, however, to provide cash

withdrawals and deposits. Additionally, as banks promote and encourage these

two methods of financial service provision, fees are kept low compared to those

of branch services .

4.3 Some Initial Conclusions

The fields of academic inquiry outlined above have provided the conceptual

context for this study. These fields are included in studies of branch closures in

small town areas, and the research of actual impacts on the community after

branch closure. Finally, alternative options available and the responses

implemented by small town communities once branches have closed were

examined, thus providing an understanding of the processes and methods used to

replace branch services and reduce the effects thereof.

Figure. 4.1, below, demonstrates the basic effects of small town bank branch

closures on respective communities cited in the body of literature researched.

These effects are the result of the continuous impetus of financial- service

restructuring within the New Zealand economy. As both this chapter and Figure

4.1 show, small town communities are hit hardest by branch closures as they are

left without similar services to turn to. In that case, the options available are

expensive and do not provide the full-range of provisions that personnel-staffed

branches can offer. However, as has been argued a number of competitors in the

financial service sector, such as Credit Unions and Building Societies, are eager to

become established in small towns that have experienced bank branch closures.

Such alternatives offer a broader range of financial services than electronic means

of service delivery from the banking corporations themselves, and have the added

bonus of filling the void in the small town community character - by providing a

face with the service for a more 'traditional' and personal experience while

banking.
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In addition, this chapter has given an overview of the processes adopted by small

town communities to replace over-the-counter services in developed countries.

Examples of the options available and responses implemented by small town

communities affected by branch closures have also been provided. The findings of

the two case studies will be outlined and discussed in the following chapter.
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"[The closing bank] can keep its give-away cars. It can pocket the money spent
on advertising its great generosity, and let us, the customers, keep our bank!"
(Ternuka resident, The Timaru Herald, March 2nd, 1999).

Broadly speaking, as the above quotation implies, there are two perspectives on

bank closure. One involves the decision-making body that makes the critical

decision to close, perhaps from an overseas location; the other, the focus of this

dissertation, involves the people who live in the affected community and who

must cope as best they can with the impact of a decision to close. The first

section (part II) of this chapter presents findings based on residents' responses to

a questionnaire! seeking their views about branch closure in Pleasant Point and

Temuka. It also uses information from Key Informant interviews. The aim is to

reveal the responses of local residents to allow an assessment (part 11) of whether

or not residents of the two small towns mobilise a sense of community to cope

with decline in financial service provision. This is, in essence, an assessment of

the community effects of branch closure. From this assessment two models are

developed: one for Pleasant Point as an example of a small town that has

experienced complete banking service withdrawal, the other for Temuka, a town

that simply experienced decline in service provision.

1 Some respondents chose not to answer certain questions or left the space blank. As a result, each
question has a unique number of respondents (represented by n=). All percentages are based on the
total response for each question, not on the response rate for the questionnaire as a whole.
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5.1 Questionnaire Response Rate

Before discussing responses to the questionnaire it is important to recognise that

those who filled it out were not entirely representative of the populations of

Pleasant Point and Temuka, respectively. In particular, younger adults (18-24, 25

44 years) tend to be under-represented - grossly so in the younger group - while

older people (45-64, 65+ years) are either over-represented or are similar to the

total population (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). However, as will be discussed in the

following section, this occurrence may well be typical, and thus has important

implications as to who is affected by branch closure. However, it cannot be

discounted that the demographic structure of respondents was not due to the

amount of time they had to answer the questionnaire, as opposed to those whom

did not complete and return the form because of employment restrictions and the

like.

50%

45% +-----------

40% -1--------1 1----

35% +-------L

Population 30% +-----
& Response 25% -1---

Rate (%) 20% -1----

15%-1----

10%

5%

0%

ID Population%
(n:::855)

IDResponse
Rate% (n:::74)

18-24 25-44 45-64

Age Cohorts

65+

Figure 5.1 Questionnaire response rate and 1996 census data for
Pleasant Point, males and females combined.
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Age Cohorts

Questionnaire response rate compared with 1996 census
data for Temuka, males and females combined.

5.2 Perceptions of Branch Closure

As stated in Chapter Three, the study sought to reveal differences between

respondents' perceptions of branch closure, as well as variations among

respondents within each town. People in each community were expected to

respond differently to financial service decline. Responses to the questionnaire

revealed that certain cohorts in both towns suffered more than others from

branch closure. The degree of 'suffering' appears to correspond to a resident's

ability to adapt to change or to adopt new methods of banking, a topic discussed

later in this chapter.

Bank branch closure impacted on respondents and on the community at large in a

number of ways, one of the more important being through non-financial matters.

In both towns, a large majority of respondents stated that, at best, closure was an

inconvenience. As Figure 5.3 shows, an almost equal percentage of Pleasant Point

and Temuka residents, including elderly people, considered the elderly to be the

group most affected by branch closure. According to Temuka respondents,

however, closure of a local branch had no significant effect on local business,
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while the Pleasant Point survey population believed that closure had a marked

negative impact on the local economy.

100%,---------------,

90% +------------------1
80% +------
70% +------
60% -j-------

Percentage of
50%-j-----~

Concern 40% +- _

30%+-----

20%

10%

0%

Elderly Inconvenience Business

Main Object of Concern

E1P1.Pnt
(n=60)

ElTemuka
(n=34)

Figure. 5.3 Perceived non-financial service consequences of branch closure in
Pleasant Point (pl.Pnt) and Temuka.

Respondents were also asked for their perceptions of the reaction community

members had to the closure of a local bank branch. In both towns the majority

showed anger, transmitted through petitions, letters to the editor, or articles based

on interviews with residents and published in the local newspaper (refer

Appendix F for an example). One Pleasant Point respondent contended that "the

community responded with a great deal of opposition - but it did no good!"

(Female, 45-64 years, Unemployed). Another, unemployed male in the 65+ years

age cohort, observed that he had written several letters to the bank, but had not

received a response. Another reaction was to change banks (Figure, 5.4). As

expected, the percentage of those planning to do so in Pleasant Point was less

than in Temuka. This can be explained by the fact that Temuka residents had the

option of transferring their accounts to one of the two remaining bank branches

in their township with minimal personal disruption. On the other hand, Pleasant

Point residents were left without any banking services, hence the action of

changing banks to one in another town had only protest value.
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Figure. 5.4 Respondents' perception of their community's reaction to
local branch closure.

Another response was simply to express disappointment. Respondents in both

towns declared that they felt 'cheated' and 'double-crossed' by a corporation that

had apparently prided itself on being a locally owned bank for the people, only to

be sold to an Australian corporation which almost immediately restructured the

provision of financial services, in part by closing branches throughout New

Zealand. Like it or not, bank closure impacted on life in the two small towns in

ways that for some, especially in Pleasant Point, forced a reconsideration of daily

and weekly activity patterns. One affected activity was shopping.

In the Temuka sample there was an even split between residents who chose to

shop in Timaru and those who did so in Temuka. On the other hand, while

Pleasant Point residents try to support local businesses, fully eighty one percent of

respondents now shop in Timaru (Table. 5.1). Although various reasons were

offered - such as being employed in Timaru, or having always banked with a

corporation that has never had a branch in Pleasant Point - many now frequently

shop in Timaru because they must bank there. For those who do, the recent

increases in fuel prices have exacerbated the financial strain.
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Respondents' pre ferred site for shopping.

Tow n of Town m ost frequented for shopping
res pondents'

In their home town In Timaru
residence

Number Percentage Number Percentage

Pleasant 11 81% 48 19%
Point
(n=59)

Temuka 19 50% 19 50%
(n=38)

In addition to effects on individual respondents, many also felt that the local

economy had been detrimentally affected. In all, sixty-eight percent of Pleasant

Point respondents perceived the local economy- as having declined since closure

of the local branch (Figure 5.5). As few as five percent believed the local economy

had grown, but did not or were not able to explain why. In the case of Temuka,

Figure 5.6 shows that more than half of the residents believed the closure of a

local branch did not have an adverse impact on business. Nevertheless as many as

forty-five percent believed that there had been a decrease in commercial activity.

5%

27% I
~,
" ,

i

"
~.

--

I!iI D ecrease

O No Change

o Increase

68%

Figure 5.5 Pleasant Point: effect of branch closure on the local econo my.

2 Measured as the perceived amount of weekly business in each township by respondents .
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55%

O No Change
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Figure 5.6 Temuka: effect of branch closure on the local economy.

In each town business people were asked for their opinions about the effects of

branch closure on the local economy, especially insofar as their own enterprise

was concerned. All Temuka respondents in business when the banking service

was closed believed that closure had no significant impact on their turnover or, as

shown in Figure 5.7, only little change. Conversely, of the twelv e business-owners

in Pleasant Point who responded to the questionnaire, two-thirds believed that

closure had caused a decrease in the amount of bu siness transacted.

100%

90% -

80% -

70% -- C PI.Pnt
Percentage 60% ~ - (n= 12)

of 50% ~ -
C Temuka

Respondents 40% ~ - (n= l l)

30% f---- - ~

20% f---- -

10% ~ r-----

0%

Business and Change Business and No Change

Occurence of Change

Figure 5.7 Pleasan t Point and Temuka business people' percepti on of
impact on their business .

A strong contrast between Pleasant Point and Temuka was also found in the

context of personal banking. In Pleasant Point over two thirds (sixty-eight
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percent) of respondents preferred using a branch for banking (Figure 5.8). In

Temuka, however, the equivalent proportion (thirty-eight percent) was much

lower; a comfortable majority there expressing a preference for ATMs or

EFTPOS terminals. Of the one in four Pleasant Point respondents who indicated

a preference for this last option, the fact that an ATM does not exist in the

township suggests that the people in this category used local retail outlets as de

facto 'banks', especially for cash withdrawal. While some Pleasant Point residents

had to commute to Temuka to use an ATM, Internet banking was not wanted by

those in Pleasant Point who responded to the postal questionnaire and only two

percent of Temuka respondents expressed a preference for this method. Further,

much the same proportions of respondents (seven and eight percent in Pleasant

Point and Temuka respectively) preferred Telephone banking.

7% 0%

25%
IiSIBranch

IiSI ATM/EFTPOS

IiSITelephone

o Internet

Figure 5.8 Pleasant Point residents' preferred method of banking.

2%

38%

oATM/EFTPOS

11Branch

52% DTelephone

o Internet

Figure 5.9 Temuka residents' preferred method of banking.
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5.3 Alternatives to Bank Branches

While there was a clear division in preference for methods of financial service

provision between the two case study towns, alternatives were available to

respondents in each. However, as is shown in this dissertation, all small towns are

not considered equally worthy of such options. Residents of both towns were

asked if the out-going banking corporation had offered them alternatives and if

so, had they adopted any of them. A feature of bank branch closure in both

Pleasant Point and Temuka was that, at least up to the time of the postal

questionnaire, no new services had been put in place. Nevertheless, more than

sixty percent of residents in both communities indicated that they have begun to

make use of new services such as Telephone and Internet banking (fable 5.2).

Table 5.2 Respondents' adoption of non-branch alternative banking methods.

Town of Alternatives
respondents' Adopted Not Adopted

residence
Number Percentage Number Percentage

Pleasant 37 66% 19 34%
Point
(n=56)

Temuka 25 64% 14 36%
(n=39)

Despite the high rate of use of these alternatives in the two towns, it was found

that Pleasant Point respondents remained dissatisfied with the provision of

banking services in their township. As illustrated in Figure 5.10, this was true of

over a third of Temuka respondents, and over ninety percent in Pleasant Point. In

contrast, the minority (eight percent) who were happy (Question 15, see

Appendix. A) were not affected by the closure of the local branch as they had

never held accounts with that corporation, had always banked outside Pleasant

Point, or were among those residents who only required EFTPOS for cash.
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Figure 5.10 Respondents' satisfaction with provision of financial services
in their town.

A majority of Temuka respondents expressed satisfaction with the choice and

type of financial service provision in their town. This included dissatisfied

Temuka respondents who had, at the time of the questionnaire's completion,

banked with the corporation that had closed its local branch but had not yet

changed their accounts to a bank that retained a branch in Temuka.

Sensitive to the difficulties that confront people in communities like Pleasant

Point and Temuka, where banking services have been withdrawn, the present

leader of the Alliance Party, Mr Jim Anderton has proposed a so-called People's

Bank as a way of meeting the needs of such small communities. Recipients of the

postal questionnaire were asked for their opinion of this proposal. Because there

were no banking services in Pleasant Point at the time of the survey it was

assumed residents would be receptive to it. That proved correct. As Figure 5.11

shows, seventy-one percent of Pleasant Point respondents saw merit in the

proposal but what is not evident is the apprehension they also felt about it.

As brought out in the analysis of additional comments of questionnaire

respondents, distrust of the proposal was based on the recent histories of Trust

Bank and Postbank, each of which began as banks 'for the people' only to be later

sold to overseas investors and local branches closed. This feeling of distrust was

epitomised in an article in The Timaru Herald on 7/3/97 where an outraged
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elderly Pleasant Point resident expressed his feeling of being 'cheated' by the chief

executive of Trustbank when, before the merger with Westpac, he was assured

that there would be no loss of service. This is an example of 'process-based trust',

advocated by Zucker (in Leyshon et al., 1998), being broken by a financial service

provider. Those who disliked the proposal cited similar reasons. On the other

hand, responses from Temuka residents were evenly divided between the two

options presented in Figure 5.11. That is, those in favour and those not as Key

Informant 4 also moved on this issue, "the Government doesn't have any faith in

the scheme either because they are not putting any money into it themselves".
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(n=36)

Like

Opinion

Dislike

Figure 511 Respondents' opinions about a 'People's Bank' in their
town.

As discussed, in Chapter Four, the concept of a 'Community Bank' has been

mooted as an alternative local banking facility. The possibility of such a solution

to financial service provision in Pleasant Point and Temuka was put to

respondents in the questionnaire. As is made clear in Table 5.3, over two-thirds of

Pleasant Point respondents were enthusiastic about the idea. The desire for a

face-to-face service was the prime reason for their enthusiasm, the basis of this

being made quite explicit by one frustrated respondent who exclaimed: "I've been

buggered by banks - let's stick it to the big corporations and do it ourselves!"

(IVfale, 45-64, Employed).
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Respondents' opinions about a 'Community Bank' in their town.

Response to the suggestion of a 'Community Bank'
Town of Like Dislike

respondents'
residence Number of Response Number of Response

respondents respondents
Pleasant 40 68% 19 32%

Point
(n=59)

Temuka 10 29% 24 71%
(n=36)

Again the views of Temuka respondents were in striking contrast to those of

Pleasant Point. In the former town, less than one-third of respondents supported

the establishment of a 'Community Bank' in their town, with the majority

expressing this view holding accounts with the bank that had closed. Most of

them were elderly and without transport. As reflected in the option chosen by the

majority of Temuka respondents, however, the general view was that the town

was adequately served by financial institutions (Table 5.3). The notion that profits

from a 'Community Bank' would be reinvested in the host community was not

sufficiently appealing for Temuka respondents to support the establishment of

such a service. Indeed in 1999, after the closure of one of Temuka's local

branches, a Timaru District councillor, a guarantor of the original South

Canterbury Savings Bank, advanced a similar proposal for a South Canterbury

bank to be established along similar lines to those of the current Taranaki Savings

Bank, but this suggestion was not adopted (Allison, 1999, The Timaru Herald,).

The third option for over-the-counter banking services involved either a credit

union or building society. As depicted in Figure 5.12 there was comparatively little

support for either option, presumably an indication of the distrust or lack of

understanding of what the two might offer. Quite clearly, as their responses

revealed, many of those who rejected the alternatives were unfamiliar with such

institutions or how they operate.
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Figure 5.12 Respondents' opinions of the establishment of a credit
union or building society in their town.

5.4 Banks' Perceptions of Small Town Branch Closure

As argued at the beginning of this chapter, there are two more or less opposing

perspectives on bank branch closure and how that may affect local communities:

that of respondents, discussed above, and that of the corporate owners. In order

to document the latter, members of middle management from three major

banking corporations were interviewed. Their perceptions concerned issues

relevant to small town residents, ranging from customer opinions to the bank's

ability to provide for small town customers thence actual process of branch

closure.

There was agreement amongst the banks in the way they viewed small town

residents as 'business customers': traditional in their outlook and slow to adapt to

new technologies. This, one bank felt, was due to the fact that, demographically,

many small towns have a population base dominated by elderly and low-income

earners. Nevertheless, Key Informant A3 referred to small town customers as "the

life-blood of the branch". Members of middle management conceded that the

further up the management hierarchy one went, the more pervasive becomes the

perception of small town customers as 'clients'.

3 Key Informants were differentiated by occupational activity between 'Business People' and
'Members of Bank Middle Management'. The former is referred to by a number, for example 1,2,
etc., while the latter is indicated by a capital letter, such as A, B, or C.
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In assessing branch performance as a commercial enterprise, there is need for a

"business judgement call" in which the customers become statistics. All Key

Informants conceded that a bank is a business like any other, so that making a

profit is the main aim. No bank felt it had a responsibility or a moral obligation to

provide small town communities with financial services if the latter are not

profitable. However, Key Informant B acknowledged that when banks take away

branches from small towns they also lose their corporate image and advertising

among local residents. When this occurs "people lose touch with the corporation

and they'll go somewhere else. You might be saving money in terms of staff and

building costs, but you are actually losing a whole lot of extra business"(Key

Informant B).

5.4.1 Reasons for branch closure

The middle management personnel interviewed were also questioned about

factors that had caused banking organisations to withdraw services. The common

opinion expressed was that a reduction in the volume of foot traffic through a

branch was usually the primary reason for closure. As stated by Key Informant B,

for security reasons a branch cannot operate with less than two staff.

All members of middle management interviewed believed their corporation

provided adequately for the community's banking needs, despite one of them not

operating a branch in Temuka. This corporation advocated greater usage of

electronic systems in the context of a perceived decline in the necessity for a

staffed branch. Another interviewee conceded that branches remain essential to

the fulfilment of banking requirements in local communities. As Key Informant C

maintained, branches "are closed by the customers through lack of support" .

Nevertheless this suggestion was refuted by many Pleasant Point questionnaire

respondents who argued that their former branch had always been busy.

In short, as contended by Key Informant A, "at the end of the day it is the

customer who will dictate" the future of branches. Further, the regional general
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manager of the bank that closed in Pleasant Point was quoted in the district

newspaper as saying, "demands on the Pleasant Point branch had steadily

declined as customers found more convenient ways of banking" (The Timaru

Herald, 6/3/97). As evident in the results of the questionnaire survey, Pleasant

Point residents have not adopted these new technologies to the extent believed or

promoted by the major banking corporations.

5.4.2 Process of branch closure

The Key Informant interviews also revealed that while branch closure was a last

resort, the management of individual branches did not have a role to play in

deciding which branches were to close and when. Such decisions are strictly the

domain of upper management. Members of middle management could only guess

the procedure involved. One believed it involved monthly reports on the volume

of business transacted at a given branch before a final decision was made.

Contrary to findings from the interviews with local business people, another

member of middle management believed the business community in a town

might be consulted. All Key Informants stipulated that branch closure was always

a last resort.

5.4.3 Post-closure service provision

As stated above, current services and alternatives to branches were in place when

the closures commenced. These include Telephone and Internet banking, as well

as Automatic Teller Machines. A deposit bag service for businesses, in which a

courier picks up cash and transports it to Timaru each day, was organised by

individual businesses. It was not an initiative taken by the banks which

implemented branch closure. Mobile business managers and 0800 numbers were

operating prior to branch closure in Pleasant Point and Temuka. Key Informant

A's reaction to the role of a call centre in meeting local banking needs may well

have been typical of others in the two communities: "We've got our call-centres

which can do most things that a branch information officer can do. They are
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actually doing lending and are just about doing everything [that a branch can do]

now, which we at the local level find a little bit disconcerting". One implication

that might be drawn from this perspective is that the level of customer use

achieved by electronic service delivery methods will, in the future, have an impact

on the viability of local bank branches

Given this perception of the role of electronic banking methods in the years

ahead, members of middle management were asked to comment on the number

of customers adopting non-branch banking facilities up to the time of the

questionnaire. Key Informant A confirmed that younger customers had made

greater use of electronic services since their inception. After the branch in

Temuka closed there was an increase in the number of older people changing

their accounts to the two remaining corporations. It was put to Key Informant B

that this may demonstrate that electronic services do not fulfil the needs of all

small town customers. In response, it was argued that "those people don't want

to use those services. Some people don't want to change, or use a telephone.

They may be a bit hard of hearing, or slow on the keyboard and buttons on the

phone. It's a little bit hard for them". In other words this suggests that different

groups in the population do not have the same ability to adapt to new ways of

banking. While some may resist change other, such as younger people, tend to do

so quite readily, unlike like the elderly who may take longer to develop the skills

needed to operate Automatic Teller Machines.

More generally, members of middle management interviewed agreed that many

customers had adapted quite quickly to change in the kinds of banking service

delivery available. In turn, corporate management interpreted this pattern of

behaviour as indicating that, in reality, banks were meeting the needs of their

customers. Usage of electronic services in Pleasant Point and Temuka was not as

high as that of customers in Timaru.
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Banking corporations' perceptions of branch closure

Bank branches fill a social as well as an economic role in the two towns studied in

this dissertation. Interviews with Key Informants provided clear evidence that

they are not only a place where people withdraw and deposit cash, but also a site

where the elderly can talk, and a place for locals to gain employment. Again,

because this dissertation was concerned with establishing a balanced perspective

on the principle players involved in bank closure, it was necessary to gauge the

views of branch closure held by the banking corporations themselves.

All members of middle management admitted small town branch closure can

have a negative impact on the community. One Key Informant suggested that

branches in small towns offer informal services to people who have no other

alternative for help with a wide range of problems.

"It's also a place that people who are at the end of their tether with money worries
and things like that actually end up getting more than that, more than just help
with their money problems. That's probably more a small town thing. More of a
community. They're not services the bank pays us for. But probably we earn a
certain amount of respect that people tend to look to us for other things" (Key
Informant A).

This member of middle management disagreed with the suggestion that branch

closure had an impact on the local economy. That opinion contrasts with that of

Key Informant B who believed branch closure "leaves a bad taste in people's

mouths". In saying this, Key Informant B conceded that such a public perception

may well reflect the failure of banking corporations to make the affected

communities fully aware of the reasons for closure. In this respect one of the

difficulties banks confront is that branch performance is relative. As Key

Informant A pointed out, what may appear to be a thriving bank in the eyes of

those who use its services, may be uneconomical when compared with other

branches operated by the same banking corporation. The last branch to close in a

small town could have, all members of middle management agreed, only short

term negative effects, which highlights the perceived resilience of small town

people.
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5.5 Business Peoples' Perceptions of Small Town Branch
Closure

Several local business people in Pleasant Point and Temuka were interviewed with

the aim of better understanding the effects of bank branch closure on their

establishments. This set of interviews involved topics similar to those subsumed

under the previous subheading.

All business people interviewed in Pleasant Point stated that the closure of their

local branch in March 1997 was a shock due to the perception within the

community that the branch was thriving. When the Temuka branch of the same

bank closed in March 1999, the people of Pleasant Point suffered a double-blow

as their accounts had to be transferred again to the Timaru branch, resulting in

increased travel time and costs to meet their banking requirements. As a

consequence, the elderly and people with low incomes who lacked access to

transport had often adopted electronic methods of banking. It is widely accepted

by business people that while such people have behaved in this way, they had not

adapted to using them. For example, as Key Informant 5 argued,

"Some people don't even know how to use EFTPOS properly. They come in
and give me their cards and I do it for them. We've got a lot of customers like
that, a lot of elderly. We know their PIN" (Key Informant 5).

Pleasant Point and Temuka business people believed that younger people in each

town had adopted, and indeed had adapted to, electronic banking. People in this

age bracket were also more willing and able to travel to Timaru for their banking

requirements. However, there emerged a divide between Key Informants as to

whether or not a bank branch constituted a 'focal point' in a small town. While all

Key Informants believed this to have been the case, many now believed that

banks had lost touch with their customers. Key Informant 2 argued that the loss

of a focal point in Pleasant Point was demonstrated by the use of the main street

car park. "Banks are a focal point, so it [branch closure] certainly didn't help. You

just see it in the cars that used to be parked down the road. There certainly aren't

as many as there were say ten years ago". This statement also concerns closure of
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the local Post Office, which had provided banking facilities for locals. As Key

Informant 3 observed:

"I know it's a business world now, but a bank is part of the community and
probably the hub of the community. So closing it was a blow because business
goes out of town. People have got to put their money in the bank and you can't
do that through EFTPOS" (Key Informant 3).

Key Informant 2 argued, however, that there was indirect pressure from the

banks to adopt new electronic means of banking:

"It's the pressure you get when you go and line up at the counter in a queue and
they've only got two people on the counter. And you get impatient and ask why
we have to wait so long. You get told that there are always Telebanking and the
like that you can do instead" (Key Informant 2).

However, the absence of enthusiasm for these methods among local business

people was due to the impersonal nature of such banking facilities. The feeling

that one is merely a number or statistic in today's financial world is a deterrent to

the adoption of electronic banking tools. All Key Informants reside in the town

where they work. As members of the public, they too prefer the 'personal touch'

of a branch. Not only that but as one Key Informant from Temuka pointed out,

due to the long hours they work business people needed a local branch for their

banking tasks.

"I don't get off the premises here until at least 8.30pm. There's no way I'm going
down to the money machine at that time to bank my money. No way! And I start
here at five in the morning. There's no way I'm walking down there at that time
for the same reason" (Key Informant 5).

To varying degrees this same rationale applies to all people employed in a town

without a branch of the bank they normally deal with. Finding time to travel to an

out of town branch is difficult, especially for people employed the standard

working hours of nine to five.

"We've got a factory down the road here and the guys have to have their money
banked directly into their accounts. Urn. They've got to end up with an EFTPOS
card, and some cards are shit! They don't last very long. They get half an hour for
lunch. How can they go in half an hour through to Timaru or Geraldine and get
another card if it doesn't work? It's impossible because by the time they get to
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the bank, wait in a line, load a new card. It's just a normal thing like an EFTPOS
card that's bringing them down" (Key Informant 5).

The consequences of such hardship, the use of direct credit wage payments, and

branch closure, meant an increase in the amounts of cash customers were

withdrawing, while the frequency of withdrawals decreased budgeted a set

amount of cash for the week. This impacted on businesses through a reduction in

local spending and by a tendency for local businesses in both towns to fill the role

of a bank.

5.5.1 Effects on business and the local economy

Given the central service role that banks play in the local economy, it is important

to understand the impact on it of branch closure.. In this regard all business

people interviewed were of the opinion that branch closures in their towns were

not to blame for any change in the local economy. With knowledge of business

operations, all accepted that if a branch does not produce a viable profit it would

inevitably close. Thus, while business people were disappointed by a closure, they

understood the reasons for it. Key Informant 1 had expected the branch to close:

"It [branch closure] was fair enough I guess. You can't expect them to keep open

and run at a loss". However, the majority of Key Informants agreed that an ATM

or agency on a reduced scale should have been established in Pleasant Point.

Key Informant interviews recognised that following bank closure, there had been

a reduction in local spending or, more specifically, a decline in impulse spending.

This happened because community members did not have access to their money

through a branch or an ATM. Furthermore, the notable increased use of

EFTPOS cards" has meant that without a definite amount of physical cash in

hand, a customer suffered by not knowing exactly how much money they had

available to spend. Key Informant 2 exemplified this point:

4 EFTPOS cards were referred to under a variety of names in both the interviews and questionnaires,
such as 'swipe cards' and 'bank cards'. The term 'EFTPOS card' will be used throughout the text.
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"They'll come in and try to get some cash with a purchase, and I guess some are
concerned that 'declined' might come up or something like that. You know if
you've got ten dollars in your hand, you've got ten dollars to spend. If you've got
ten dollars in the bank, you don't know if you've got $9.50 or something like
that. Impulse buying just doesn't happen anymore"(Key Informant 2).

Despite the increased withdrawal of cash by customers, as well as their use of

local businesses as banking facilities, concerns for security were not raised. Key

Informants had not increased the amount of cash they held on site to cater for

customers wishing to withdraw funds through EFTPOS. Those in Temuka

believed that if they offered a 'cash-out' service to customers, regardless of a

purchase, the customers would be more likely to return.

"We give out cash because if we offer that service, especially to locals, and they
know they can get that here, they'll also buy stuff. So you get them both ways.
They come back" (Key Informant 4).

In this way, local business people had actually benefited from bank branch

closure. Another business owner felt obliged to give out cash to people who had.

difficulty with the new technologies. His behaviour was a response to the opinion

that banks do not care for the 'small people' anymore, as strongly implied by Key

Informant 5.

"Well, you've got to [make allowances for those who struggle]. I mean I've got
feelings. I know how I feel and I sure hope that when I'm that age that people
will look after me. I'm quite angry and I'm doing a lot of things I shouldn't have
to be doing. I'm trying to run a business. I've got a lot of feeling for old people.
There are a lot of people around here that have no family. There's no work for
them and their families have moved on" (Key Informant 5).

Nevertheless there was some unevenness in availability of electronic banking

services within the business fraternity. For instance because one business owner

did not have an EFTPOS facility, he referred customers requesting cash to

neighbouring shops. Key Informants who offered to cash cheques for their

customers had noticed a recent reduction in the use of this 'service', a trend they

attributed to the declining usage of cheques, rather than any negative influence of

branch closure. In addition, businesses that banked with the corporation that

closed in both towns had found their workload had increased because they now

had to travel out of town for essential financial transactions.
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Despite such complications, business people were not enthusiastic about the

proposal for a 'People's Bank'. There was consensus that it could not cater for

businesses in quality of service or cheaper fees over what is offered by a major

banking corporations in another town. Nevertheless, all thought the proposal

would appeal to the elderly and those on low incomes in both Temuka and

Pleasant Point. In addition, no business owner expressed any interest in adopting

a credit union or building society for his or her business accounts.

5.6 Summary of Results

This chapter has explored information from people living in Pleasant Point and

Temuka, to reveal impacts and perspectives on bank closure at the individual,

business, and community levels. Most of those effects identified are consistent

with statements in existing literature. Pleasant Point, which had lost all banking

facilities at the time of the postal questionnaire, was deemed too small by major

corporations to warrant anATM. As a consequence, Pleasant Point residents

were forced to adopt new technologies or travel to Timaru to meet their banking

needs. It was also found that branch closure removed from the two communities

a focal point and place of social interaction, while also diminishing local

investment and employment opportunities. The negative effects on Temuka

residents were less than those experienced in Pleasant Point, presumably because

of the continued existence of other bank branches. Further, residents of Temuka

more readily adapted to new banking technologies.

Both towns experienced a loss of key members of the community through out

migration. For the elderly in both towns, bank closure resulted in the loss of a site

to talk as well as a place where one got 'informal' advice on a wide range of

financial topics. Perhaps the largest effect of branch closure on the communities

of Pleasant Point and Temuka was that it precipitated action akin to 'Social

Darwinism'. Individuals who did not or could not adapt were, in effect, left

behind.
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The willingness of respondents to adopt an alternative institution such as a credit

union or building society reflected the quality and quantity of remaining services.

Pleasant Point respondents demonstrated a willingness to adopt such alternatives

due to a lack of normal financial services. In contrast, Temuka respondents

showed less motivation, apparently because of their general satisfaction with

financial services in the town.

Transport was a major concern. A high proportion of elderly respondents in both

towns lacked any form of private transportation and relied on others for travel to

and from Timaru. The lack of public transport from Pleasant Point to other

centres, along with those who were unemployed in both towns, sometimes

without their own transport, restricted banking activities. Conversely, those

employed were often hindered by the early closing times of branches, as well as

by the distance to centres with a branch of the corporation they banked with. The

fact that two ATMs remain in the Temuka means that only those with accounts

with the recently closed branch had to travel to Geraldine or Timaru.

Business people interviewed were not receptive to the idea of adopting an

alternative system of banking, such as a 'People's Bank', for their own operations.

It was found that all but one business had taken on the role of a de facto bank

through its EFTPOS facilities, to which elderly residents had trouble adapting.

A minor consequence was that small town business respondents often had to

organise alternative means of transporting their daily takings to the bank.

Additionally, local business people were initially shocked by the closure of their

local branch, but understood the reasons for it happening. They did not blame

closure for the downturn in the local economy.

Consideration of the consequences of bank branch closure on these two small

town New Zealand communities will be addressed in Part IT of this discussion.
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"Businesses, including banks, come and go as they see fit. We, as customers, are able
to support or withdraw our custom also. Adaptation is more important than regret"
(pleasant Point, Male, 45-64 years, Employed).

This second part of Chapter Five takes the analysis of survey results a stage

further by considering the nature of and reasoning behind the adaptive behaviour

of residents in both Pleasant Point and Temuka as they sought ways in which to

mitigate the impact on their lives of branch closure. In the process, and building

on findings reviewed earlier in the chapter, a similar, yet more specific model of

small town bank branch closure effects presented in Figure 4.1 can be developed

with particular reference to Pleasant Point and Ternuka. This in turn makes it

possible to determined whether or not, and in what ways, such small town

communities might 'adapt' to change as advocated by the above quote.

Through their 'sense of community', many respondents were able to reduce,

mitigate or compensate for the loss of traditional financial delivery systems. One

alternative was to adapt to the new electronic methods of banking provided by

financial institutions. In the future, the community might adopt an alternative of

its own creation, such as a 'Community Bank', or welcome the establishment of a

credit union or building society.

5.7 'Sense of Community' within the Respondents

Respondents to the questionnaire provided a substantial response to questions

about a 'sense of community' in both towns. Where the percentage of

respondents in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 indicated a response rate considerably smaller

than the percentage of the population from the 1996 census data, such as in the

18-24 age group, there may be a possibility that the residents included in these

cohorts were not greatly affected by the branch closure in their town, or in fact
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that they were not too concerned with the closure. Conversely, where the

response rate of a cohort was higher than the respective census data percentage, it

can be assumed that these people may have been greatly affected or concerned

about the withdrawal of financial services in their respective township.

Branch closure meant the migration from the town of bank staff, many of them

influential members of the community. This was regretted by respondents and

echoes a point made by Coombes (1992) in regard to a member of the Balclutha

community, a doctor whose departure was a cause for wide concern. As

Coombes' (1992:31) informant observed: "they're [doctors] not just for health

needs, they're leaders in the community and leaders we just don't want to lose".

Members of the two case study communities used in the present dissertation were

forced to address this issue when bank staff shifted because they relied upon

them to give informal advice to customers on a range of topics. As neither town

had any form of social service outlet, it has traditionally been the role of bank

staff to provide them. When a branch closes, the community loses a number of

informal advising services as well.

In small communities as in our two case study places, the manager of a bank

branch is a figurehead in the community and often holds positions in social and

sports clubs. It was of major concern to members of the Pleasant Point

community that they lost valuable community members. As Kinlaw (1995)

suggests, some people have 'competent influence' over the community, and their

loss exemplifies Jopson's (1999) argument that out-migration of key residents

erodes the vitality of a town. Despite the concerns of respondents, the

questionnaire showed that bank branch closure did not lead to major population

decline, as found by Argent and Rolley (2000), but not by Ralston and Beal

(1997).

As discussed in Chapter Two, there are three ways for a community to respond to

branch closure: by collective action, by uniform reaction among communities

across the country, and by simply coping with change. The results reported here

point to minimal collective community action, although newspaper articles
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mentioned meetings in the Pleasant Point town hall, while The Timaru Herald

(Appendix E) also reported that more than 100 Temuka residents, many of them

elderly, had organised a protest outside the branch that closed (March 5, 1999). A

number of letters to the editor of the local newspaper followed, although these

were individual responses. There were no definite signs of a community-wide

response to the announcement of branch closure and collective response was

confined to particular age and employment groups. Moreover, at the early stages

of the closure process there was no sign of social sustainability springing from

community solidarity. At best, only an incipient sense of community was

manifested in the two small town communities.

N or can the reaction of respondents to decline in local financial services be

described as uniform. Reactions to branch closure differed between the two

communities and seem to have been determined by the extent of service decline.

Pleasant Point lost all its banking services and was left without even an ATM; two

banks branches and two ATMs remained in Temuka after one branch closed. The

two case studies suggest that community responses are contextual in nature: how

a particular community reacts to financial service decline, is mediated by factors

such as age, socio-economic status, and access to transport.

5.7.1 Social Darwinism

As noted in Chapter Two, small town communities appear to implement adaptive

strategies very similar to Joseph and Chalmers' (1995) involvement of Social

Darwinism, a perspective introduced in Chapter Two. This philosophy, the

'survival of the fittest' as applied to people, corresponds to the lack of community

strategy to adapt to new or alternative forms of financial service provision. The

results reported in this study show that elderly respondents were less willing or

able than younger persons to adapt to the new electronic methods of banking, a

finding that appears to agree with Leyshon and Thrift's (1998) argument that

small town residents have a low degree of 'financial literacy'.
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The cohort with least financial literacy was the 65+ group, the one viewed by

other respondents in both towns as the most affected by the branch closures.

Concern for the elderly, expressed by the Key Informant who assisted the elderly

with EFTPOS transactions, clearly implies a sense of community. Elderly

respondents in both communities expressed concern over being seen as a

nuisance to neighbours, family members, and friends because they had to ask for

transport to Timaru to do their banking. Further concern was felt for employed

respondents who chose, or were forced through home loans, to remain customers

of the bank that closed, as well as for residents who through poverty lacked

transport. Again concern of this nature might very well be viewed as indicative of

a sense of community.

Early in the research for this dissertation it was established that in closing a bank

branch the sponsoring corporation had not established alternative methods of

banking to compensate residents for loss of services. Perhaps the most significant

alternative was that local businesses with EFTPOS facilities assumed, albeit in a

limited, the role of a bank by means of cash withdrawals. Pleasant Point residents

were shown how to use EFTPOS cards by the bank that closed, which in turn

allowed transferral of services offered by a branch to a retail outlet.

Reliance on retail outlets to provide financial services affected each community.

As noted in the existing literature (Beal and Ralston, 1997 for example), small

town bank branch closure leads to an accumulation of excess cash to provide for

customers making use of 'cash-out' services. Nevertheless, this was not

considered a security risk to the outlet. Unlike Ralston and Beal (1997), I found

no evidence of an increase in bad debts, nor was there any indication of an

increase in the cashing of cheques. However, business owners admitted the latter

was due to the general reduction in the use of cheques and not because of branch

closure.

The precise effect on local businesses was unique to each case study settlement.

As Ralston and Beal (1997) found, businesses that experienced a reduction in
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sales and takings did so because people performing their banking in other centres,

primarily those where they shopped.

The present research yielded two new findings. Firstly, there was reduction in

'impulse' spending due to reduced access to cash and problems in using EFTPOS

cards because of uncertainty about remaining credit in the customer's account.

Secondly there is a security risk associated with the need for small town business

people to travel into town at the end of the day to deposit their takings each day

at an ATM. Travelling to other centres such as Timaru is often only viable at

times when bank branches are not open. The alternative is to use a courier

service, which incurs additional costs to the business.

Temuka residents have access to Automatic Teller Machines and many

respondents had to adapt to using them because it was their only means of

banking. Several banks offered a deposit service via an ATM, which, with the

possibility of withdrawing cash, met the banking needs of most residents. Use of

ATMs was generally dependent upon the age of respondent. In particular,

younger people without bank loans had no use for a branch. In fact, they

appeared to more readily adapt to new methods than did older people.

Telephone banking is now very popular with residents of both towns, but with a

higher percentage of Temuka residents adopting the new technology. Again,

having access to ATMs and two bank branches, many Temuka residents

considered Telephone banking their main method, even though they used other

procedures for withdrawing and depositing funds. Use of multiple banking

options and alternatives points to a high level of adaptation amongst younger

users.

Pleasant Point residents described Telephone banking as inadequate because it

did not give access to cash. For them, a branch was the main means of financial

service provision, because withdrawing cash and depositing savings was the basis

of their banking activities. For Temuka residents, bill payments were not only the

main purpose of banking, but one that could be accomplished through electronic
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means. Internet banking was unpopular with respondents in both towns. Only

two percent of Temuka respondents identified it as their main means of banking,

Although the Temuka response rate was considerably smaller than that of

Pleasant Point, the larger town had a higher percentage of Internet banking usage

as well as Telephone banking use. This lead to the conclusion that Temuka

respondents more readily adapted to the new electronic technologies than those

living in Pleasant Point.

The bank branch is only one of a number of options potentially available to small

town communities. The others - a 'Community Bank', credit union, building

society, agencies or a 'People's Bank' - have yet to become a reality so that little if

any meaningful comment can be made about their possible impact on banking

behaviour.

Pleasant Point respondents were very receptive to the idea of a 'Community

Bank' in their town, for it would provide, they believed, face-to-face contact when

they perform their banking tasks, a finding which re-emphasises the unwillingness

of the majority of Pleasant Point respondents to adapt to new methods of

banking. The findings of the questionnaire survey, supported by interviews with

local business people, confirm that this perception is related to age. The majority

of respondents from Pleasant Point were elderly, and it was they who showed the

most interest in a 'Community Bank'. Further, Temuka respondents who

indicated interest in establishing a 'Community Bank' were not only clients of the

bank branch that had closed but were also in the oldest age cohort, agam

suggesting a reluctance or inability to adopt new methods of banking.

Business interviewees were unwilling, however, to change their business accounts

to a People's Bank, despite the advantages that would flow if one were established

in their town. On the other hand, they did think the proposal would be very

worthwhile for the elderly and low-income members of the community.

Enthusiasm for a credit union or building society in each town depended upon its

experience of macro-economic change and its present financial situation. Their
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appeal differed between Pleasant Point and Ternuka respondents. At base, the

problem is not with the proposed institutions, but rather with the record of

financial service provided by the traditional banking corporations. There was a

deep resentment of the financial service fraternity amongst respondents from

both towns. Further, respondents acknowledged that they have minimal

knowledge of the abilities of both credit unions and building societies to

administer banking services.

This chapter has addressed the research objectives through explicit examples of

bank branch closure offered by the respondents of the postal questionnaire, and

the Key Informant interviews with business people in Pleasant Point and

Temuka, as well as members of middle management from three major New

Zealand banks. These research techniques have yielded answers to the three

research questions, as outlined and analysed in depth in this chapter. From these

answers a number of themes have emerged.

The models below (Figures 5.12 and 5.13) summarise the broad themes of this

chapter. Perceptions of bank branch closure, exemplified by the communities

studied in this dissertation, show that closure impacts in unique ways, based on

the actual situation. The ability of respondents to adapt to change dependent on

the severity of financial service withdrawal and the quality of what remained. The

final chapter considers general features of bank branch closure for small towns.
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Branch Closure

Reduced access
to finance
Increased cost
of finance
Reduced safety
for elderly
Increased cost
of travel to
banks
Internet not
viable option
Elderly feel like
a nuisance
Elderly fear
electronic
methods
ATMshave a
safety risk

Move
accounts to
another bank
Reduce local
spending
Some shop in
larger centres
Respond as
individuals
Some get left
behind

COMMUNITY

Loss of key
members of the
community
Loss of a focal
point
Loss of place to
talk and get
advice
Inconvenience

Increased cost
of travel to
bank
Delays in
deposits
ATMs have a
safety risk
Take on role
of banks
Slight
decrease in
business
volume

Adapt to new
technologies
Respond as
individuals
Use businesses as
banks

Set-up costly
alternatives,
like a courier
Increase 'cash
out'
transactions

Figure 5.13 Model of Temuka Respondents' Perceptions and Responses to a Local Bank
Branch Closure.
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Branch Closure

Reduced access
to finance
Increased cost
of finance
Increased size of
cash
withdrawals
Reduced safety
for elderly
Increased cost
of travel to bank
Internet not
viable option
Elderly feel like
a nuisance
Elderly fear
electronic
methods

Reduce local
spending
Reduce impulse
buying
Shop in larger
centres
Respond as
individuals
Get left behind

COMMUNITY

Decrease in local
economy
Loss of key
community
members
Loss of skilled
workers
Loss of focal
point
Loss of a place to
talk and get
advice
Inconvenience

Increased cost
of travel to
bank
Delays in
deposits
Loss of cash
sales
Take on role
of a bank
Decreased
business
volume
Reduction in
impulse
buying

Willingness to
establish
alternatives
Respond
individually or in
specific groups as
to how affected
Groups get left
behind
Use businesses as
banks

Deposit
takings less
frequently in
other centres
Increase
'cash-out'
transactions

Figure 5.14 Model of Pleasant Point Respondents' Perceptions and Responses to Total
Local Bank Branch Closure.
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This dissertation has examined the effects of bank branch closure in two small

town New Zealand communities by drawing on information from a review of past

research, an extensive postal questionnaire that elicited individual narratives on

branch closure, and Key Informant interviews. It has been shown that, broadly

speaking, the process of 'Market Darwinism', as introduced in Chapter One

following Arndt (1987), spawned what might appear to appropriate the concept of

'Social Darwinism', as outlined in Chapter Two after Joseph and Chalmers (1995).

Through the various restructuring programs of New Zealand's service sector by a

succession of governments since the 1984 national elections, many small town

communities have suffered greatly from the withdrawal of important and integral

institutions. The restructuring process has affected the provision of such services

as health, education, the Post Office and, as this dissertation has suggested,

perhaps none more so than banking.

Financial service restructuring has entailed a reduction in the number of bank

branches in small town New Zealand. The past decade has seen numerous

developments in technology as a consequence of this Market Darwinism, whereby

corporations invest vast sums of capital in the development of new technologies

in order to remain competitive in the international market. This has produced a

banking system in New Zealand that has become one of the most technologically

advanced in the world. Further, the more technology improves the more it comes

to replicate the services available from a branch at a reduced cost to the banks

themselves.
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Such electronic services - Automatic Teller Machines, Direct Debit, Internet and

Telephone Banking - are regarded as the way of the future for the banking

industry. The more they are put into place the greater the perceived reduction in

the need for branches, at least in the collective opinions of upper management

within the major corporations. It is the small towns that are first seen as the areas

in which branch closure should take place.

Bank branches are important institutions in small town communities for reasons

that go far beyond the realm of financial management to the extent that they are

viewed as focal points within such towns. They provide jobs for local people and

give older people the security of knowing they can access their funds conveniently

and safely while having a place to talk. Branch staff are viewed as community

leaders who are freely available for advice on a wide range of non-financial

matters. Branches also allow businesses to deposit their daily takings and to draw

money for their cash registers. This is in addition to being places where members

of the community can have ready access to cash, borrow money and make loan

repayments.

In terms of the specific research objectives under which this piece of research was

performed, each of the three research questions were answered in an adequate

fashion for sound conclusions to be made. The loss of local bank branches is

perceived by local residents to inflict an array of direct, as well as indirect, effects

on communities. These occur on three levels - each having an influence effect on

the others. These are the individual, the local economy, and the community itself.

The individual level can be affected in more ways than by a mere disruption of the

ways in which community members perform their required banking tasks. In

broad terms the degree of disruption is evident in the socio-economic status and

age of the individual, as well as by the adap tive response of a community member

to new forms of banking service provision.
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The second level, involving the impact on the local economy through retail

outlets, uncovered a series of effects, as expressed in the responses of business

people, much the same as those reported in past studies on this topic. However a

number of new relationships were revealed due predominantly to the increased

adoption locally of EFTPOS cards, despite a clear lack of ability by certain groups

- the elderly in particular - in the community to adapt to these new technologies.

The major admission of business people interviewed mirrored the findings of

other studies (such as Ralston and Beal, 1997) in that local bank branch closures

brought about decline in the local economy due to the fact that people will bank

where they meet their shopping requirements. A novel Ending of this dissertation

was a decline in 'impulse' spending with an EFTPOS card due, apparently because

this source was unable to provide an accurate statement of funds available in a

person's account.

The third level of direct and indirect effects of bank branch closure in small towns

involves of the community as a single unit. The assumption that such an entity

existed was the basis for this research. It can be concluded that a sense of

community is independently fostered by each township. Intra-community effects

and response were determined by socio-economic situation and age. As a result of

this complex milieu of responses, it can be said that community effects of, and

responses to, local bank branch closure are not uniform but determined by the

extent of financial service withdrawal in a town. All organised responses were age

or occupation specific, and included the full range of community members. Thus,

a sense of community was not represented in the response of small town people

to the withdrawal of local banking services.

Nevertheless what might be described as a stronger sense of community was

evident in the degree of concern for members both by those who were affected by

branch closure, as well as those not directly affected by such service withdrawal.

This concern centred on the elderly and those on low incomes.
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There are a number of options available to small town communities to reduce,

mitigate or compensate for the loss of traditional over-the-counter banking

services. Again, willingness to adopt these alternatives proved to be situation

dependent. This research, then, has demonstrated that, while individual adoption

of alternatives may take place, comprehensive community-wide adaptation to new

methods does not always occur.

6.1 Limitations

A number of limitations were encountered over the course of the research. The

first points to the need for a pilot questionnaire survey prior to the primary

research phase. This would have allowed greater understanding of the types of

questions required for prospective respondents and, more importantly, would

have given an indication of the response rate from both case study areas. This

would have reduced the chance of a poor initial response rate and may have

reduced the need for the second mail-out, which delayed the data analysis by more

than three weeks.

An additional limitation results from the unwillingness of one major banking

corporation to respond to the researcher's requests for information. If opinions

had been gathered from all major banking corporations then a more

comprehensive assessment of the rationale for branches being kept open would

have been accomplished.

6.2 Further Research

A number of avenues for further research have been uncovered. The research

reinforced the fact that communities comprise several groups that are

fundamentally reliant on each other for survival. This research has opened up the

possibility of more specific studies into groups within communities and how they

respond to change brought about by service decline.
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An extension of the current research into the exploration of user groups in other

small towns elsewhere in New Zealand may be worthwhile. Such groups may

include Maori, and beneficiaries (including, but also as well as, the elderly). The

choice of small towns worked well in this study as they represented two

fundamentally unique responses to service decline. Because of this uniqueness, the

findings of dissertation are by no means representative of how all small towns

react to such withdrawal. As a result there is great scope for further research into

this topic. In addition there is a need to replicate the current research in order to

verify and perhaps add to the principle findings reported here - especially those

that are new to this topic.

A fear element also emerged from the current research. One business owner made

the writer aware of a fear factor involved in the use of ATMs. She was not willing

to deposit the takings of her establishment at an ATM due to the fact that she was

not free to do so during daylight hours. This affords the possibility for research

into the use of ATMs at night, and the fear factor involved, in urban and non

urban areas.

Further, mitigation of impacts of service decline involving prOVision of new

technologies may be achieved through further research into the proper education

of those who are expected to use such technology. It has been shown in this

dissertation that public education in the use of new electronic banking methods in

small towns is very weak. A more hands-on approach is required to improve the

situation for those who find it difficult or are unable without help to adapt to such

change, while also improving understanding of the reasons for such change

occurring. Additionally, this may lead to a reduction in the amount of criticism

received by corporations that restructure the provision of their services.

While this dissertation was not designed with an 'applied' function in mind, it does

raise implications for banking development and, more specifically, the

restructuring of financial service provision by banking corporations. This research
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provides understanding of the impact of local bank branch closure in small towns,

and has given an overview of the manner in which these communities may

respond to such service withdrawal. In the context of the current form of banking

in New Zealand, it is clear that the rationale of the corporate officials behind bank

branch closure differs greatly from the views of ordinary people. As branches fall,

many members of small town communities will not be able to adapt to change,

while others will adjust with ease. This division will inevitably lead to a break

down in community solidarity and will strike to the roots of small towns.
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Consequences of Bank Branch Closures in Temuka and Pleasant Point

The object of this survey is to seek your views about the effects on and consequences
for yourself, your household and the community when bank branches in your town
close. This survey can be completed at your leisure, but it would be appreciated if you
could complete this questionnaire and return it to me as soon as possible, using the
enclosed stamped self-addressed envelope.

Your opinions are valuable. Please feel free to add comments at the end of this form.
All information will be treated as confidential, and names and addresses will not be
recorded.

Thank you for your time and effort.

Part One: Some information about yourself

1. Your gender? (please tick the appropriate box)

2. What is your age? (please tick the appropriate box)

3. Where is your normal place of residence?

o Male

018-24
045-64

o Pleasant Point

o Female

025-44
065+

o Temuka

4. How long have you lived in that town? (years)

5. Do you earn a wage/salary in your hometown or in the surrounding area?
OYES ONO

Part Two: Effects of Branch Closures

6. Other than financial effects, what have been the consequences of bank closures for

your town? .

7. How did people in your town respond to branch closure(s)? .

1



8. Where do you do most of your shopping, and why? .

9. To the best of your knowledge, has the average weekly amount of business in your
town changed since the closure(s)?

o Increased 0 No change 0 Decreased

Part Three: Personal Banking

10. Do you have current account(s) with a trading bank? OYES ONO

If YES, does the banking corporation with which you have this/these account(s)
have a branch in your town? 0 YES 0 NO

If NO, is that because the bank closed its branch in your town?
OYES ONO

If YES, when did this branch close? (please give month and year) .

11. Please rank the following in your order of preference
(1= most preferred, .... .4=least preferred)

( ) Branch/over-the-counter
( ) ATM/EFTPOS
( ) Internet Banking
( ) Telephone Banking

ONOOYES

12. When the branch(es) closed, did the banking corporation(s) offer you and other
residents of your town alternative banking methods?

If YES, what were they? o Internet Banking
o Telephone Banking

OATM
o Other

please describe what is involved if you answered 'other' to the above question ....

13. Have you adopted any of the alternatives listed in Question 11?
OYES ONO

It would be helpful if you could explain your answer .
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14. Which of the following banking services do you use ?(please tick appropriate boxes)
o Savings 0 Cheque 0 Mortgage
o Loan 0 Financial Planning 0 Bill Payments
o Other (please specify) ..

15. Are you satisfied with the provision of financial services in your town?
OYES ONO

It would be appreciated if you could explain your answer ..

16. Does your town have an Automatic Teller Machine, often referred to as an ATM?
OYES ONO

If YES, how many? 0 one 0 two 0 three or more

17. Is any of those ATMs owned by the banking corporation with which you have an
account? 0 YES 0 NO

18. How has the amount of your average withdrawal changed since branch closure
began? 0 Increase 0 No change 0 Decrease

19. How has the frequency of your average withdrawal changed since branch closure
began? 0 Increase 0 No change 0 Decrease

Part Four: General Effects of Branch Closures

20. Do you own or operate, or have you ever owned or operated, a business in
Temuka/Pleasant Point? 0 YES 0 NO

If YES, were you operating this business during the period of bank branch
closure in your town? 0 YES 0 NO

If YES, did you notice any change in the amount of business you were dealing
with? 0 Increase 0 No change 0 Decrease

It would be appreciated if you could describe the changes .
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21. In what way have you been affected by branch closure? ..

22. What was the reason given by the banking corporation(s) for branch closure?

Part Five: Some Alternatives

23. To the best of your knowledge, how many retail outlets in your town have EFTPOS
facilities? 01-5 06-20 021-40041+

24. Have you heard about Deputy Prime Minister Jim Anderton's proposal to establish a
'People's Bank' throughout New Zealand? 0 YES 0 NO

If YES, What is your opinion about this proposal? ..

25. The North Otago settlement ofPalmerston lost its last bank branch in March, 1999.
Since then, residents have established a small-scale, part-time 'community bank'
which entails the use of EFTPOS for the public to make cash withdrawals, as well as
facilities for depositing cash and cheques that are then taken to Dunedin by a
security firm. This 'community bank' is run by a volunteer. Any profits are
reinvested in the Palmerston community.

If a 'community bank' were to open in your town would you use it?
OYES ONO

It would be appreciated if you could expand upon your answer .

26. Does your town have a Credit Union or Building Society branch?
OYES

4
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ONODYES

Would you be prepared to use a credit Union or Building Society for your own
banking?

It would be appreciated if you could explain your answers .

Finally, it would be appreciated if you would add comments or opinions regarding the
closure of bank branches in your.

Thank you for your assistance. It is greatly appreciated.

Callum McKlrdy
Dunedin
28 June 2000
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UNIVERSITYofOTAGO
- TE WHARE WANANGA 0 OTAGO - - -

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

Dear Householder

I am a student at the Univers ity of Otago and am currently in my fourth and final year
for a BA degree with honours in Geography. For this degree I am required to undertake
original research to be presented in the form of a dissertation. The research I undertake
will be done under the supervision of Prof Holland, a lecturer within the Department of
Geography.

My study concerns bank branch closures and their consequences for rural New Zealand
communities, especially the effects of such closures on the community with regards to
the 'character' and 'spirit' of rural towns. Ultimately I would like to gain insight into how
a community expresses views about branch closures in their area and what type of action
has been taken to reduce or mitigate the effects of branch loss. I have chosen two small
South Canterbury towns as case studies for my research: Temuka and Pleasant Point.
First, I am from South Canterbury and want to research a topic of significance to my
'home region' . Second, Temuka and Pleasant Point are relatively close to Timaru, where
access to over-the-counter services remains for rural customers. .

Information from residents is vital for my research and I shall be very grateful if the
following questionnaire could be completed by an adult (over 18 years of age) in your
household. Banking service provision is surrounded by a range complex issues. For that
reason, I am interested in any opinions you might have, positive or negative. Please
return the completed survey form in the stamped, self-addressed envelope provided.

All information provided in the questionnaires will be collated and responses will remain
entirely confidential. There will be no way to identify you as a source of information, and
your anonymity is assured. The information will only be used for my research and the
resulting dissertation and will be destroyed when the research is completed in November,
2000. If you have any concerns or questions regarding my research please do not hesitate
to contact Prof. Holland at the University of Otago.

Yours sincerely

Callum Mckirdy
Fourth year Honours student
Department of Geography

Prof. Peter Holland
Department of Geography
Ph (03) 479 8783
Fax (03) 479 9037

PO Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand. Tel64 3 479 1100 Fax 64 3 479 9037
Fm:lil (Tf'o(TraDhv@otarro.a c.nz WWW http://www.otaj;o.ac.n z
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""""""UNIVERSITYofOTAGO

. TE WHARE WANANGA 0 OTAGO
-" - ~~- - ~ - -~ - -- - ~ - - -- - -- --~~--

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

Name
Address
Date

To whom it may concern.

Dear Business Manager

I am a student at the University of Otago and am currently in my fourth and final year
for a BA degree with honours in Geography. For this degree I am required to undertake
original research to be presented in the form of a dissertation. The research I undertake
will be done under the supervision of Prof. Holland, a lecturer within the Department of
Geography.

My study concerns bank branch closures and their consequences for rural New Zealand
communities, especially the effects of such closures on the community with regards to
the 'character' and 'spirit' of rural towns. Ultimately I would like to gain insight into how
a community expresses views about branch closures in their area and what type of action
has been taken to reduce or mitigate the effects of branch loss. To acquire this
information it is important that I have an understanding of these effects through the
point of view of other service providers in these towns. I have chosen two small South
Canterbury towns as case studies for my research: Temuka and Pleasant Point. First, I
am from South Canterbury and want to research a topic of significance to my 'home
region'. Second, Temuka and Pleasant Point are relatively close to Timaru, where access
to over-the-counter services remains for rural customers.

Information from business owner/operators is vital for my research and I shall be very
grateful if you could grant me half an hour of your time to discuss the issues addressed
above as well as any effects of branch closure which may have affected your business. I
hope to commence my research period in mid-june. Banking service provision is
surrounded by a range complex issues. For that reason, I am interested in any opinions
you might have, positive or negative. I will phone you within the next couple of days to
establish a time and date to suit.

All information acquired from the interview will be collated but your responses will
remain entirely confidential. There will be no way to identify you as a source of
information in my dissertation, and your anonymity is assured. The information will only
be used for my dissertation and will be destroyed when the research is completed in
November, 2000. If you have any concerns or questions regarding my research please do
not hesitate to contact Prof. Holland at the University of Otago.

Yours sincerely

Callum Mckirdy
Fourth year Honours student
Department of Geography

Prof. Peter Holland
Department of Geography
Ph (03) 479 8783
Fax (03) 479 9037

PO Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand. TeI 64 3 479 1100 Fax64 3 479 9037
Email geography@otago.ac.nz WWW http://www.otago.ac.nz
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DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

Name
Bank Corporation
Address
Date

To whom it may concern.

Dear Member of Middle Management.

I am a student at the University of Otago and am currently in my fourth and final year
for a BA degree with honours in Geography. For this degree I am required to undertake
original research to be presented in the form of a dissertation. The research I undertake
will be done under the supervision of Prof. Holland, a lecturer within the Department of
Geography.

My study concerns the social impact of bank branch closures for rural New Zealand
communities, especially with regard to the 'character' and 'spirit' of small towns.
Specifically I would like to gain insight into how a community expresses views about
branch closure in their area and what action may be taken by the community and also the
banks to reduce or mitigate its effects. For my study I need information from the
banking corporations involved as well as the community. I have chosen two small South
Canterbury towns as case studies for my research: Temuka and Pleasant Point. First, I
am from South Canterbury and want to research a topic of significance to my 'home
region'. Second, Temuka and Pleasant Point are relatively close to Timaru, where access
to over-the-counter services remains for rural customers.

I shall be grateful if you could spare me half an hour to discuss the broad issues outlined
in the previous paragraphs. I hope to commence my field research in mid-June. I shall
phone you within the next couple of days to check your availability and, if possible, to
arrange a time and date to suit.

All information acquired from the interview will be collated but your responses will be
treated as confidential. There will be no way to identify you in mydissertation as a source
of information, and your anonymity is assured. The information will only be used for my
dissertation, and will be destroyed when the research is completed in November, 2000. If
you have any concerns or questions regarding my research please do not hesitate to
contact Prof. Holland at the University of Otago.

Yours sincerely

Callum Mckirdy
Fourth year Honours student
Department of Geography
University of Otago

Prof. Peter Holland
Department of Geography
Ph (03) 4798783
Fax (03) 479 9037

PO Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand. Tel64 3 479 1100 Fax6434799037
Email geography@otago.ac.nz WWW http://www.otago.ac.nz
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UNDERSTANDINGS OF HOW BANK BRANCH CLOSURES IN RURAL
TOWNS AFFECT LOCAL COMMUNITIES

CONSENT FORM FOR INTERVIEWS

I have had this study explained to me by the interviewer, and have had an opportunity
to discuss it. All my questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I understand
that I am free to request further information at any stage.

I understand that:

1. Information gained from the interview will be used only for the purpose of
research.

2. Interview information will be stored and analysed in ways that maintain
anonymity and privacy of the participants.

3. My participation in the interview is entirely voluntary.

4. The structure of the interview will be based on a formal structure with a
framework of set questions, however, depending on how the interview develops,
open-questioning techniques may be employed to clarify points raised or add to
the information already gathered.

5. I may decline to answer any particular question.

6. I may end the interview at any time and/or withdraw my responses from the
study without any disadvantage of any kind.

7. The results of the study may be published but my anonymity will be preserved
through the coding of interview respondents by number.

I agree to take part in this study.

Signature 0/participant

Interviewer: Callum McKirdy

Supervisor: Prof. Peter Holland, Lecturer
Tel: (03) 4798783

date
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Interview Questions for Business Owners/Operators

Reasons for branch closures:
What were the reasons given for the branch closures?
Was the local (business) community consulted by the banks before they
withdrew?

Effects and Responses of the Community:
What are the general impacts on the community as a result of branch closures?
Have business owners / operators seen any form of adaptive strategies being
implemented by the community since the closures?

Do businesses now act as banks in some respects?
Has there been an increase in the number of cheques being cashed in your
business?
Do you have EFTPOS facilities?

If so, have you noticed an increase in the amount of cash withdrawals
since the closure of the branch?

Effects on the local economy:
Since closure, have business owner/operators seen any change in the amount of
business they have been dealing with?
What are the effects of branch closures on the local economy?
What has been your reaction to the effects of the closures on your business, or
the local economy?
Since the closures, has the number of businesses closing increased?
Has the amount of local spending decreased since branch closure?

Withdrawal compensation/remuneration:
Did the trading bank in which you held your business account close?

If so, were you offered any alternative packages or incentives to stay with
that bank?

Are the banking needs of small town business owners / operators being catered
for at present?
What type of 'informal' services did the bank branches provide?

such as allowances for locally known people.
Would an ATM machine be beneficial in the community?

For Petrol Stations:
Have you noticed an increase in the amount locals have been spending on petrol
since the closures?

Interviews will comprise a semi-structured format. Above are the topic headings
with examples of the types of questions given under each respective heading.

PO Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand. Tel64 3 479 1100 Fax64 34799037
Email geography@otago.ac.nz WWW http://www.otago.ac.nz
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Interview Questions for Members of Middle Management

Banks perceptions of small town customers:
How do banks perceive small town customers?
Do trading banks feel they have a responsibility to supply smaller communities

with banking facilities?
Do you know the ratio of rural customers as opposed to urban customers?

Reasons for branch closures:
What are the reasons for closing a branch?
Were banks, are banks and will banks be able to provide for the financial needs
of small town people? - How?

Process of branch closures:
What sort of research does a bank do before deciding to close a branch?

Who is consulted before making these decisions?

Post-closure service provision:
What alternative means of banking do trading banks supply the communities

with after branch closure?
Are these alternatives widely adopted by the communities?
Do they believe they fulfil the needs of small town communities in their service

provision?

Bank corporations perceptions of branch closures:
Do trading banks believe branch closures can have a negative effect on the
community from which they withdraw?

social character of towns
local economy

interviews will comprise a semi-structured format. Above are the topic headings
with examples of the type of questions given under each respective heading.
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PROJECTED START DATE OF PROJECT:

Reporting Sheet for use QNLY for proposals considered at departmental level

Form devised May 1995; updated May 1997; June 1998;May 1999 .

ETIDCAL APPROVAL AT DEPARTMENTAL LEVEL OF A

PROPOSAL INVOLVING HUMAN PARTI(:IPANTS (CATEGORY B)

Notes: PLEASE read the important notes appended to this form before completing the sections below

NAME Of DEPARTMENT: GEOGRAPHY

TITLE OF PROJECT: The effects of bank.branch closure on small towns

BA(Hons) dissertation by Callum McKirdy

Planning and background reading started in
March. Field work will begin in June.

STAFF MEMBER RESPONSIBLE FOR PROJECT:

NAMES OF OTHER PARTICIPATING STAFF:

Professor Peter Holland'

....
none

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT: Please give a very brief summary {approx. 200
words) of the nature of the proposal:-

The wide-ranging phase of economic restructuring initiated -by the Lange Administration
in the mid 1980s touched upon all aspects of life and work in New Zealand and had
considerable impact upon people living and working in small towns. Curtailment or
cessation of services formerly provided by state agencies left many small town residents
with even fewer alternatives. Since then privately owned organisations have restructured
their operations, meat processing plants have closed, business representatives and
government offices have been relocated to regional centres, and banks have pruned the
number of branches. The latter is the central concern of this research. What impact has
loss of banking facilities had on the residents of small towns? Were their formal and
informal social support systems strong enough to cope with the increased demands
placed upon them? And were alternative financial services developedto lessen the
impact of branch closure on small businesses and residents? The primary information for
this project will come from a questionnaire survey of a random sample of 100 households
in Pleasant Point and Temuka, supported by semi-structured interviews with 5 to 8
business people and individuals employed in the financial sector of each town. The
questions that will be asked of residents stern from the international social geography

. literature and will help Mr McKirdy explore and evaluate the coping mechanisms
employed by residents of small towns to mitigate the adverse effects of macro-economic
change upon their respective communities.

1



Reporting Sheet for use ONLY for proposals considered at departmental level

DETAILS OF ETHICAL ISSUES INVOLVED: Please give details of any ethical issues which
were identified during the consideration of the proposal and theway in which these issues were dealt
with or resolved:-

The topic of this research is potentially sensitive so the following steps will be taken to
ensure an investigation that satisfies the University's requirements for Category 'B'
ethical clearance. Firstly, respondents to the questionnaire will not be asked to give their
names and addresses. Secondly, information obtained from the questionnaire survey will
be reported in aggregated form in the dissertation, copies of which will be housed in the
Central and Departmental Libraries, and a reader will not be able to identify a
respondent. Thirdly, the number of questions of a personal nature has been reduced to
the minimum. Fourthly, participation in this research is entirely voluntary and a
respondent will not be pressured to answer a question. Fifthly, those individuals who are
interviewed will be fully informed about the research at the outset, asked if their words
can be recorded, told they can call a halt to the interview at any time, and asked (a) if
their statements can be reported verbatim in the dissertation and (b) if their words can
quoted with acknowledgement of source. Sixthly, completed questionnaires, tape
recordings and written transcripts will be stored in a safe place in the Department of
Geography until mid-November 2000 then destroyed. Copies of the following material
are attached: household questionnaire, covering letter to household members in the
sample, informed consent form, interview schedule, and background information for key
informants.

ACTION TAKEN

o Approved by Head ofDepartment o Approved by Departmental Committee

o Referred to University Ethics Committee 0 Referred to another Ethics Committee
Please specify:

DATE OF CONSIDERATION:

Signed (Head of Department):

Please attach copies of any Information Sheet and/or Consent Form
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,A-wbole lottamoney, but nowhei:et9P~t;it.;rte3s ," F~1ie~owB~~0.JobIiM~oriald:.....~y~rdaY~ announcementthat tJ}e:
to'rll is te lose it's onlybimk. L, ;>.j;: ,-,');';"'" "_.; ", J j,.;j,j"LC;",,;;\,·., .,,",

IUeasantj~,;I?Ol~a~HID~S'st;,i~!@Ie,;'banR::l
ii" '" .•.. , r .' -;',':1'~;t~ .' .,' ,"'~'f~'::t;i;l'))~\:-,:;'; "f,! ";. . , . ',;,/:.,~ ::":

. Pleasant Point has lost its only.bank in a,chiries;.imd .outl~t!!which··use. Eftpos :,~!ill; .·;,',Thiee.staff. stillworking.at the branch
shock move locals have 'described as the l1~edtoobtailiC<ls~-!'t~!luentlY. ." •..·,';·;.,;,werenot allowed to speakto the media, put .:
beginning of the end for .small communities": ."':,".;:and I will n()t:dpth~work .ofabapk;;,:M,r Westl<J.ke, said they wouldall have the'
and astep towards. a cashless society, , and .face.chargesfpr;'it;,~~:pleasaI).t.P9iIJ,t:<ii?iJOrrimitYto be re-located. :. .'.. .'

Westpac and Trust Bank announced the Butchery owner.Barry Wilson,said., ···,tt/l,PleasantPoint,Foodrriarket ownerijohnt:
bank's closure yesterday.ialong'with'amerg-. "One: it's an iriconvenience formanY'''ij:cDonald:'said~he.'~ituation\ was ".
er in Ceraldine and changes to 'services in businesses; And two: A bank.isthe hub of : devastating-.: .' ." .' ," .., . " ,'. ',"
Timaru, : ",," 'the community, and they've just broken that .",rL .l'Ho~di,ngcash for, great periods of time;'

From Match 21, retailers and district res- 'hub. . . .' ..' 'j.!>~ouldcause security problems and.nor.ev-".
idents Willbe forced to travel-to Temukaor ."Abank is asocial service too, and we , eryoneuses bankcards;'~hesaid;,.·,,.!·~ .;,.,
Timaru for the nearest bankingservices, have a lot. of elderly people living here, who .... "Whenl!found.out I blew,inystack,"

WestpacTrust regional general manager . already have aproblem with the new meth-. -high school'canteen manager Judy .Thyne
Richard Westlake said demands on the ·'ods. And a lot of them do not' have .trans- . said;" . ',' '. - i
Pleasant Point branch hadsteadily.declined port;"M'rWilson said, ,,' , . '.'1 bank there every day, and.there are .
as customers found more convenient waysof Many customers received first notice of.:. always other people: in there.• ,:;< " ...'.:

, banking. .' '. .. . .......• ' '.' ..... . intended changesi:b.toUgh .ap.oster,on'the'~"TjUstcan'tbEllleve.it;jr's.fui'Vas~ati.ngl
. 'The bank could.nolonger ~'viabIY.<irprof~.bankwindow;althbugh,Mr.' ~estlalte .said'?i~,;.(;etitldine\s Tl')lstBaiIki{to inerge~th /'

"'itably', operate for an:iridefinite.periodlgcx: ''YesterdayJ!etters,had beensent.'ii.:bhi:i;~{;.k;itheao~ts;jWestP,ac,"aIso·Qrijy]:arCh';'2Li!-lO!1'
.. ," Retailers rubbishedvthose claitiis";':ThedtCcisi~)Jiwasnotmade lightlyY': :. staff'Will belost 4I that tiidv~'()r.inTiliiarti's:.

"yesterday. 'j I,; i?~' ''','' ,ccv; ."':'''''\I.r,., !Jc;.;" '., !'~iit" Pleasant.Point is ~'lti1"'bettet' 'dff";'cltanges;which Will see Westpac'!i' Agribusi- t,
.Pleasant Point. has been left withnoth-. than somerural COmmunities. There are half .ness .in. south.Timaru merged back into the '.,

ing, they say. The town has nomoneyma]': a dozen' bnmd:ieswithin 10"12kiloni~ttes."town'sWestpachranch...· .
. '. "" '\'--" ,:;~.'\., ";~'<'.··.'i'.:·, <i'~'~'.,~· .. -:c.' >:1 ,::,::,,~.:,..... , ..... ,. ,

(Source: The Timaru Herald, Thursday 6 March, 1997)
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... '.Thecl6~tire§fPleasant Point'~' ·..• :·~oiiun~ to';tioseo~:. branch.' Glib .', :rhat iswneIJ.rit,t~el~e. have

':'()nlypanlc,lj.as'Qutragea ,alocalwoi:<1Stobe' true 'as you state "let "achieved-our' goals." ",'

-. .man. who says, he ··.had)been as~ .,'me'reassure you that Trust .Bank 'Bankexecutives .hava.repeat-

, .' suredthe tOWnwouid not lose'any. is not gomg to-loseitsidentitY'and '.:edlystated the "Pleasant ....• Point

:;<:l,ualitY C!f~~i:Yisf,,:':':;. ibes"'aU~~ed .up ?y a giant,~ace-:'branch's demise ~as caused by its .

.· ·.·...•.:..:..\.:: i.·.' Ax1.d ~.e.:,.ste.r.d.a•....y".. th.e...•. c.o..mmurnty,..:.l.,.e.s.s o.r.gatlls~,tI.,~.•~..~ ..,.:.i..~.:,Jo~.sense;,~~::'!.'~stea •.~.·t.d.'e.c.liniri.,·.•• ·)~'.~ .ii.. '~e.:.":.'.'." .'" .',
".h?ardsalde~~~s 9n W,ednesdaY')'9u kn0'V'lt. " ,;,,"'" ,,' '''.~eglOnal\'generalmanager

",mgh~.t~con~ce the bank to <:~I'!}cerespo~ded: " i;."~'" RichardWe~1iake,saidthe compa

'. keepltsdoo~~ ..?pen h~dfCJ,11~n~n:,; .'.~;the Trust B~{. chara~tens- ny 'had. realisedpeople would be

cl.ea.fecrr~· .:,;(i/:: . ' ....."""'.' , ."::' .ncs ;-ve}ill value so,highly Will be inconvenienced: but it Was a

::~:A,ppr.oach~s;~ould. be,l11~de;tocarnedt:ltr0;tgh to,~ourne
"Y,b~.. "business ,decision;" which: " .. .'

..nval'banksf~:,i:openCl:distnc~;·Inlst'Bank: ~ .• kno~!edgeo~Jocal ""hadbeen,lookedat "for some

brat~~eBiakemore ···wi()iEi.to':~s~d~::~r:~~~e~~r::~i Itime~"altI:0~gh he could not be

" . ., ';". " . . ' more specific. '
,:,WestpacTrust:,chlefexecutlve the very heart ofpllfm!'U1age:ment ·,:',:',,:C····· ". " •... ,. :b" 'd, ber

Harry Price when:Trust Bank and structure, ,:::,,/i!';',"<';. . ",)c .omm~mty.. .oar,~em er

'Westpac amloWlced last'ye~ that "As webrln:g.tJ:ie' best'M both"N,~ville'9?Uldsald' 'an, l1~orma}.

'they'wowd merge; " "\.': 'OaUkstogether;thete wilLme'lita.,cPlllmumty. b.?ard ". meetmg on

;;{;"~ I Blakemore hadiconcerns 'blYbechanges~B¥t,at th~: end of. ":W:e~esd~y .to.~s,c~ss,thecentral

: the town's Trust.Bank would be a,··'thenierger ijrocess, I hope,you :busm~ss',dl,stnct,upgrade, had'

.casualty; ......:.)!.'\ ' . .and all, our other;,customed,.will' .:ch'¥lged its.course, upon-news. of'

•. ')l1a l€~ttertoMrPrice;'he 'be able to say ,'Yes, they'yekep~,the,banl{'sclosure. '" ....

L~wrie .Blakemore.;,;;:outraged 'wrote: ' '. i.··· .' ..•", things T liked, abo\lt •Trust Bank- ,.', ,\\, The bank will close its doors·

at'Pleasall{.'Poinfbankclosure..' ,.... . "Soon an excusewill be-forth- 'and improved: them even.more.'. ".onMarch21.
:,.-.,.;: . '.",' ,: .,:.' ,.'.;,, -;..',



Retailers fear
forbusinesses

}-... " ,,\/:..;", v:,

Pleasant Point' 'retailers fear
business will be-taken elsewhere;
following the closure ofthetown's
only bank. " - '. , .'

- ill a controversial move.o'Irust :
Bank announced this week it.will;
close its, Pleasant Point branch on
March .21 ----;' a ..result of "steadily'
declining" trade. .

The' announcement, following ,3

recent merger between Trust. Bank
and Westpac;' ,was met with outcry, '
by residents,' '. ,.'. . .' ' ..'' ..' "'
, , A meeting on Wednesday night-, ,
between communiiy board memo
bel'S to discuss theupcoming central
business upgrade took a different
twist asvmemberstcamevto, grips',
with ..the 'effectvthe closure-would.;
have on the town. ,

After the. meeting boardjnem- ".' , " ", .

bel' Neville Gould vowed tp'fight NeVille Gould .•.·vowedto fight; but '

the changes, but he said itlooked said it looked like a losing,battle.

like a losing battle. ' " "

''We feel Iike they've just wiped , ." WestpacTrusLiegionaigeneral

iliinand they're notgoingt» do a manager RicpardWesdake admit.

g. ted on Thursday .that any type of

"I had a fair: go, with bankpeo- petition put to WestpacTrust was

pie .this week' and they said they: unlikely to have any effect. .
would not be changing their minds: r ',' ,.': '., ' ..

"Our latest battle is to-try and The bankhas stateditwillno.t

encourage otherbanks.out here, .open even a temporary office in the,

"If we can get another bank out town.rbecause it would be insecure,

here, it will db a lot ofharnl to 'Following the'death of Naenae ',

Trust Bank" '-',', TrustbanktellerBill Brown during a'

-r Retailers last week feared that ' bungled 'hold-up mJanuary, staff

people forced to travel to Timaru.or safety'concerns were. paramount;

'Iemuka to 'bank would also-shop iIiMtW~sdakes<rid,lastw,t;~lf· " .

those.areas.c-.": "'.','., Mergers' have peen ,announced

"There's no reasonwhy people, between Westpac and Trust Bank

wouldn'tspend money if they were:<ibfanches in Ceraldineand.Timaru,

ID town canyway," Pleasant<Point-e' but Mr Wesdakesaidthere were no,

Foodmarketowner John'MCDollald ,,', further" closures expected in the

said. ' district.' '

(Source: The Timaru Herald, Saturday 8 March, 1997)



There is still the super
market" rhabutcher and the
comerdairy, anyone of
which could seize on the op
portunity to become the new '
hub of the community. Pleas
.ant Point should not take the '.
closure personally;"and the
fact that it has, does' shows
reel •community heart. and
spirit, People have ,claimed
ownership of the bank, as

'.they have' so many' of their .',
facilities, .and that is what .
makes the township what it

-~~~'( bi.5~~. !d)iV:im:i~~).:I~· .
ifb~~lYL)9trisfk)' '/,1':1%1 __~,r~ 1r,~~
'~~H~.esIdents.o,rould ~t ,
.on' schoolS With .{inereputai
tione.a spiritual heart where'
churches work well together;

. a domain and playing fields.
second-to-none, la superb' golf

"coUtse, an upgr:adlOld',l!o.tel;'
and new cafe-bar, a posmve.

"community board.vand the.
,.central. business upgrade .

'.plan. 'being considered,

; ···.··Then,of· c~~~~:th~~e is
!the museum and railway,the:
':'annual.' gymkhana.i.and the '

steam. rally and fair that is i

going from strengrh vto.:
strength. No,. Pleasant Point "
will' notshrivel and die. just..
because its bank will close.
Retired people will be forced ,',
to adjust with the times and;
that isnot always easy. And,
the school canteen managerwill not be able to make dai
lydep<'lsits and will be .

. inconvenienced, but maybe
even that offers an opportu
nity to discover' new ways to
use electronic bariking,· .

• ~ 'l--:' ,
As has often been said, a

problem. often reveals many j

opPOrtunities. The people,pf ,.,
.Pleasant .,Point lire.,lhgt!:
enough to riseto;,1thllt't~i.

challe~~e.;;, '''" l~ 'jl.

TJday's
editorial

. . ." ~ '- ,..

'.iClosllt~';of;i;/
bank an

'opportunity
·T··he' people of Pleasant

. ·Point are understand
ably .upset at thefmminent
closure of their only bank.
They argue the bank is a hub
of the cOIllIll,unity and thati~
provides". a' social service,
while businesses complain
that ~eywillhave to '. be
come. de.filctob~ with all '
~heha.~slel1arid.: security
Ptoblerlise~t~~~;;:· .

'; ,The:t~alitY.is i:hatb<lnkS
are a b1,l$in.ess, andthis deci
sion merely reflects that."-

.'. We~tPac.Trust says that busi- .'
nesshas steadily declined at

. the. branchaspeople adopt
"more,convenien~ways,'of,
bankingrund. that a down
graded ..'operation is. not .an

.option because ofsafety .con· ' .
.'cerns;Banking has changed. '
iNow>customtrtl1can 'order,

v new-:chequebooks; transfer
':furtds and pay 'bills, all over
.the telephone, Of course, fol-.
"lowing a computer's patter is
.not the same. as a goodnat
ter down the .street, but it is'

.'. only the .bank that Is closing;

(Source: The Timaru Herald, Friday 14 March, 1997)



Three se bank branches to shut
Angry reaction

i a*&1 1£'11 " &1'+

PI' ill'

DUNEDIN- Angry Dunedin retailers and
health professionals are threatening to boycott
WestpacTrust after learning last night that the
suburban Mornington branch will close on
March 12.

WestpacTrust regional manager Roy
Borgman announced two Dunedin suburban
branches, Mornington and Musselburgh, and
three Otago town branches, Palmerston,
Cromwell and Roxburgh would close, along
with the DunediriHospital agency. The move
leaves Palmerston, 57km north-east of
Dunedin, and Roxburgh, 44km south-east of
Alexandra, without a bank.
Mr Borgman acknowledged the decision to

close the branches had not been popular.
-NZPA

_ill

Mr Westlake said surveys closures on Tuesday..They were of- . Waimate mayor David Owen ..&l 1lI
showed only 10 per cent of custom- fered either redundancy or the op- said he was stunned to learn: of the
ers visited the banks more than portunity to apply for relocation. closure of the town's busy bank.
twice a week, and since 1993 the "However, even if staff opt for "It doesn't make any sense ...
number of people who made man- relocation they are still not guaran- we won't sit back and let this hap
ual .transactions had halved.' Now, teed a job as there are only so many pen. The closure is to the detriment
most customers use eftpos and tele- . new positions created as we move of the community."
phone banking. branches into other branches," Mr The chairman of the Temuka

ATM machines will remain in .Westlake said. The restructuring Business Association, Bruce
the four centres until August when was in its initial stages and it would McCully; believed retailers who
a further review will access the eco-. be two weeks before it was known banked with 'WestpacTrust would
nomic viability of keeping the how many staff would be made re- change banks when their local
machines.dundant. . . , branch closed.

Customers who bank at" the Meanwhile, the, local president "Retailers need to bank every
Highfield branch.will have their ac- of Aged Concern, Rae Wilson, said day and I can't imagine them hop
counts moved to Timaru'selderlypeople would bethe losers ping in their cars and driving to
Northtown branch, Waimate ac- in the bank's merger. Geraldine each day." .
counts will move to Timaru, "This will be a real problem for Aoraki MP Jim Sutton said the
Temuka to Geraldine and Methven some elderly people who finditdif- closures were a sad loss, especially
accounts to Ashburton. ficult to use automatic banking. to the Temuka and Waimate

Mr Westlake said there would Their hands may not work as well, communities.
be no . changes' to customers' ac- their sight may not be good, and "The losses feed on themselves,
counts or credit card numbers. they may not understand the new turning into a loss of population and

Affected staff were told of the technology." a further loss ofservices."

By Krista Hunter
Staff Reporter

About 20 full-time and part-time
staff at WestpacTrust are likely to
lose their. jobs' following an an
nouncementby the bank yesterday
that three of its South Canterbury
branches and one Mid Canterbury
branch is closing. ;

Timaru's Highfield bank and
branches in Waimate, Temuka and
Methven will close on March 12:

WestpacTrust regionalvgeneral
manager Richard WestIake"of
Christchurch, said the closures were
the result of a recent review which
found they were no longer
economical. , , .

The closures have been .criti
cised by those who represent the
elderly and the region's business as
sociations.



Angry. customers to switch bank
By Krista Hunter
Staff Reporter

Angry .Waimateand
Temuka residents will be mov
ing their banking business else
where after learning their local
WestpacTrust branches are
closing.
..WestpacTrust has an

nounced it will close 12 South
island branches, three in' South
Canterbury, one. in Mid Canter
bury, six in Otago, and six in
Southland,

Temuka retailers have start-

ed a petition to present to
WestpacTruSt's management in
an effort to save the bank,'and
Waimate mayor David Owen
said the community would' not
just sit back and let the closure
happen.

The bank announced on
Wednesday that the two
branches, along with branches
at Highfield in Timaru andone
in Methven, would close .. on
March 12. The. restructuring
will mean 20 staff could lose
their jobs. , .

Closing the rural banks is a
blow for the small communities,

according to residents.' Many
said they were left with no op
tion but to change banks.

MrOwen was yesterday
fielding calls from distraught
residents who felt they had
been sold .short.

"We will be looking at other
.options like community-owned
banks."

'I'emukavpensioner May
Dehoon said it was a sad day
when the bank she had dealt
with for years was' closing. Mrs
Dehoori said she would be mov
ing' her" accounts to' another
bank inTemuka as she had no

transport to tak~ her to Geral- .''We can't afford to lose the
dine (where her accounts would bank. I want to know how this
be held after the restructuring). can be allowed to happen. This

"I can't really do the auto- is a busy town and we .need the
matic banking. It's too .much of bank."
a hassle." Laurie Sullivan, from the

One retired person, from Jolly Potter, said the branch
Pleasant Point, had. recently closure was just another nail ID
moved his accounts to Temuka . the rural communities" coffin.
after his local branch closed. "People will do their shop
He was now faced with the has- ping in the same area as they
sle of changing them again. bank. So if they go. to Geraldine

Temuka retaileri'I'ammie . or Timaruthen Temuka will
Mawhinney, from Puddle 'miss out."
Ducks Florist arid Gifts, said He pred,ictedthat in five
the bank was a vital part of the years Temuka would cease to
community. have a community bank
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WestpacTrust regional gen
eral manager Richard Westlake
said the branches were closing
because people. preferred
eftpos and automatic banking,

. rather than over-the-counter
transactions. . ,

Late last year WestpacTrust
increasedits bank fees for over
the-counter .transactions while
charges for using cash
machines and eftpos remained
at 2Sc each. '

Manual, transactions now
cost up to $3 each.



Bank customers r volt
By Krista Hunter
Staff Reporter

Grey Power in Temuka has
led the boycott against
WestpacTrusi: by closing its ac
counts at the bank and presi
dent Gus Wright is encouraging
others to follow suit.

On Wednesday the bank an
nounced its Temuka, Waimate
and Highfield branch in Timaru
were among the 12 South Is
land branches which would
close on March 12.

WespacTrust regional gener
almanager Richard Westlake
confirmed yesterday that since
the announcement some dis
gruntled Temuka and Waimate
people had closed their ac
counts at the bank.

Mr Wright was one of the
first to do so.

''I want to make a stand to
let older people know there are .
other banking alternatives in
.Temuka. I am hoping that other

. peoplewill follow suit."
Spokespeople for the two

banks still operating in the
towns, the ANZ and BNZ, said

Gus VWigh( . . . I am hoping
other people will follow suit.

they had'been fielding a num
ber of calls from peopleinquir
ing about starting an account or
wanting tochange banks.

But In spite of losing cus
tomers to the rival banks, Mr
Wesrlake was standing by the

.decision to close the rural
banks;

He said a recent review of
the Waimate and Temuka
branches showed only a quarter
of its customers used the bank
(preferring telephone banking
and eftpos) and less than 5 per
cent of people visited the banks
on a weekly basis. "We knew
we were going to lose some cus

.tomers(because of the closure
of' some branches). This had

. been budgeted for."
. '.M!:' Wright has spoken to the
managers of the BNZ and. ANZ
banks-in Temuka to let them
know elderly folk in the town
would soon be signing on.

''I want to make it as easy
for the older folk as possible.
It's· a' real. hassle and a really
big de~ for them to have to
change banks."

It was unrealistic 'to expect
older people to .cope with the
new banking technology, in
cluding '..eftpos and telephone
banking,Mr Wright said.

Meanwhile, BNZ head of
cornmurrications, ]aniene
BayIlss,assured customers
there . was' .... no chance - their
Ternuka or Waimate branches
would close.

Meeting the
challenges

T he loss of three South Canterbury
WestpacTrust. bank branches and

the jobs within them add another layer
to an already gloomy picture. Aoraki
:MPJimSuttonis>right when he says
the closures are a sad loss, especially
tothe Temuka and Waimate communi
ties. He goes. on, "the losses feed on

'themselves, turning Into a loss of popu: and do nothing, but they can also act.
lation and a further loss of services"..The iura! seminar in 1988 is a goodThis is the harsh reality, with local example of what can happen when citi
communities being eroded bit by bit. zens become concerned enough to get

Twenty-two jobs and the personal off their seats and voice their
service that goes with them are to van- concerns.
ish from the Inland Revenue Depart- This was-a time of great uncertain- .
ment's Timaru office, further jobs' ty in farming, and the Theatre Royal
losses have been signalled at Timaru was filled to overflowing as guest
Hospital, polytechnic courses at speakers gave advice and answered
Waimate are to end, and there have questions. And there have been other
been redundancies in other businesses occasions' when people have felt
around town. Couple all this with the strongly enough about issues to stand
ongoing drought and lower wool and up and be counted - the public meet
lamb prices and it is not a pretty ing called to air concerns about the
picture. bikie fights of the early 1990s an

While communities might feel help- example.
less to stop the slide, they do have a So what is happening now? Why
choice. People can sit back, complain are services going and jobs being .cut

without a fight? Part of the reason lies
with the way it has all crept up on us
over a number of years. The timing of
recent restructuring hasn't helped
either.

The successful Aorangi Business
Development Board closed in Novem
ber when the Government decided to
revamp the way funds were allocated,
and the Timaru District Council's new
business development and promotion
units are still in the setting-up stages.

But South Canterbury does have in
novative and positive people, and this
is as good a time as any to bring them
together in an open meeting, to ex
change ideas and give advice. A public
meeting would at least create a feeling
of something actually being done.

A booklet has been produced on
South Canterbury's sporting facilities.
Good, let us make sure it gets to a
wide range of codes and clubs around
the country. The saltwater baths idea
is still around. But what else? Are we'
marketing ourselves in Auckland 
pointing out the great advantages we
have in such areas as housing, lifestyle
and central location. Is there an in
ducement package to entice businesses
here?

A catalyst is needed to stop the
apathy that too often arises when
things start going off the rails. Hence
the idea of a public meeting. Any
takers?

(Source: The Timaru Herald, Saturday 27 February, 1999)



Terry Kennedy
Timaru

ments'made by Richard Westlake,
WestpacTrust's regional manager,when
he stated that one of the reasons the bank
was closing branches was a lack of custom
ers coming through the door and that peo
ple preferred to use eftpos and automatic
banking.

WestpacTrust and indeed all trading
banks have discouraged people from
banking over the counter with the intro
duction of outlandish fees. They actually
drove people away and forced them into
using the various electronic devices now
provided for banking. What's worse is that
not only do you have to pay to access your
own money. but shortly are going to have
to pay a further fee to deposit your own

. money,
Where is this going to end?
Imagine beneficiaries who have to

have their money paid by Income Support
into a trading bank. A fee to put it in and
a fee to 'withdraw. Who is going to pay
this? Customers are, because the money,
once in, belongs to them. It is really fright-

. ening what appears to be happening in the
banking world of today. Worse however,
there appears to be no-one in control who
says "we are here to serve the customer",
that being the depositor initially who de
posits large or small sums in a particular
bank. It is time all banks took stock and
;stopped ripping the consumer off. After
all, if they had no deposits or investments
how would they survive?

Perhaps keeping savings under a mat
tress is not such a bad option after. all,
unless of course your bed is sold from
under you.

'K Ryan
Waimate

11 I was somewhat amazed at the com-

considerable distance to do any manual
banking.

To say that there have been fewer
manual transactions is just a cover-up. for
a hidden agenda. What do ,they expect
when a manual withdrawal costs up to $3
while an ATMwithdrawal only costs up to
60c?

Peter and JillMaslin
Temuka

fI I refer to the-article (February 25) con
cerning the closure of three local branches
of Westpac'Irust. I think it is shameful
that this bank, with "trust" in its title,
should even consider closing branches
where their customers must travel. some

IIWestpacTrust says "IUs coming togeth
er nicely". What a load of bollocks. Cer
tainly not in Temuka and the other small
towns where WestpacTrust Bank branches
are to close.

Eighteen. months ago Richard West
lake, . regional manager, told us there
would be no significant changes with the
merger. We told him we did riot believe it
was coming together as nicely as he and
other WestpacTrust demigod bankers
advertised. .

They have a double-edged sword. Over
the past five years banks have financially
pushed clients touseeftpos and automatic
baIlking:NowMr Westlakehas the audac
ity to say, "that is what. the public
prefers". .

Of course they do. It costs more to do
your' banking manually. The grey suited
banking bureaucracy has planned it this
way.

,The small Joe Bloggs loses again.Over
seas based., corporate New Zealand wins. -
Well-done, WestpacTrust. _

Customer service has been replaced by
self service.



Bank closure protests mount

David Owen • ; • "why should
they (cnstomers) stay loyal?"

.ByJiII Worrall
Staff Reporter

The response of. the
Waimate and Temuka commu
nities to next week's closure of
their WestpacTrust branches
gathered pace yesterday, '

Waimatemayor David
Owen began talks with the last
remaining New Zealand-owned
bank about extending its ser
vices in the town" while a pro
test rally has been organised in
Temuka on Thursday.

In addition, WestpacTrust
customers in the two communi
ties are appar-
ently closing

their accounts in droves:
Mr Dwen said last night that

he had been talking to the Ta"
ranaki Savings Bank (TSB),
which offers electronic banking
services throughout New Zea
land along with agency-based
services, about the possibility of
the TSB having a "bricks and
mortar" presence inWaimate.

He said it was too early to
say if 'anything further would
come of the discussions but he
added that he had also been
talking to some of the other
communities in the South Is
land affected by WestpacTrust,
branch closures. "We're looking

at other 'possibilities such as voting with their feet and had
forms of community banking - been shifting accounts to the
but unfortunately, there aren't two other banks in.Waimate.
very many realistic options for "I believe there's been an
us to consider." exodus of accounts. I don't

He' said the' lack of any blame' them for leaving the
warning that the bank was go- bank - why should they stay
-ing to close had meant there' loyal? The decision was a very
had been no opportunity to bad blunder on the bank's
make a head-start on banking part"
'alternatives. He urged other

"We 'weren't given that WestpacTrust customers to con-
courtesy." sider doing the saIIle rather

Mr Dwen said ,he was uno, than accept the bank's plan to
aware of' any protest action move accounts to Timaru.
planned for Waimate but he "We should be supporting
dfdknow that, many our local banks. I :,certainly
WestpacTrust customers, were won't be going up to, Timaru to

do my banking." ,
Mr Owen said he 'was still

fielding numerous messages
from disgruntled Waimate
WestpacTrust, customers.

It was possible that a peti
tion might be organised.

"However, when
WestpacTrust told me' about
the closure they said that it
wouldn't really matter what
protest action was taken, 'be
cause the decision had been
made and it,was very, unlikely
there'd be any change of mind,
or even compromise in the form
of a WestpacTrust agency."
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By JiII Worrall
Staff Reporter

Richard WestJake . bank
unlikely to reverse its decision.

Anger no .surprise to ~, ·,estpacTrus,'.t.. h-.ie,rar. ehy' .. ~=g,ATMs and telephone
"We find elderly people,

. ". " . . .: , -.': ':- .:: " ":- '. - , . ',' -;; . -' . ', "; . once they have got over theini.. ·
ering in Temuka anda.petition affected by closures, similar to using ATMsand telephone tial fearyare quite able to use
in Waimate, . that used in Twizel whereby a v banking, Sov.why vincur high the technology, And on a.wet,

However,he saidthat it was bank manager from a larger 'costs for' branches which in turn '. rainy winter's day being able to
most unlikely there would be centre nearby visited regularly ,h ave ' to be , 'p'ass e d von . to do thebanking over the phone

Protests over bank closures any reversal of the idecision to r provide personal banking customers? ' '. . " .must be amuch more attractive
in ·Waimate and Temuka are that "woul d, :se e ·t h e -- two advice , , "We realise that the deci- prospect than going out."
most unlikely to see branches, along · with the He wouldn't say if eithersibn won't suit "everYone but ' . ,Asked about the future of
WestpacTrust .reverse its deci- Highfield branch ) n ,Timai-u, ' Waimate or Temuka was being our feasibilitystuilies 'showEld the .: ~lMs in · Waimate 'and
sion, the bank's regional gener- close their doors' on March 12. considered'for this. that economically, : maintaining Temuka, Mr Westlake said they
al manager Richard Westlake He addedthat a' suggestion MrWestlake said he would these branches __ 'just 'didn't ,add .would be' retained .for at least

.said yesterday. the bank could retain agencies be sorry to see customers clos- up." ',' six-months and then their use
He said the outrage that had in the towns .wasalsounlikely ving their accounts with He~ckno~ledg'ed.th~t"' : ',:\:Q11ld be reviewed. ,

surfaced in ·the· . two towns fol- to be : .gi v en .", 's e r iou s WestpacT~t. , s th C " t b .. ' 'did' hi . .. : -Asked about a rumour th. at
id . '. ''B ch h ' . ou ,an er ury .' ave a .th "cl ' th. h h' consi eranon, " . ,. '" ut our resear s ows '~;4': " rti '. f . Id .jne, ()~~e,s were e precursor

lowmg news t at t err "Agencies still :need certain that one third of our.customers ' Sle;u.u..cant propo . on .0. 0 er .:..to .a: merger. between' the BNZ
WestpacTrust branches are to levels of security.staffing and never come to the bank at all, pe~ple, some of wh~m .f01;IDd · arid-;'Westp acTrust, Mr West
close came as no surprise. . other factors so don't represent and between 5 and 8 per .cent new technology dauntmg· :"..Iake 'said that was news to him .

He 'd expected some reac- , a significant saving," he said. only ' visit their bank once a He said he 'woul~r be happy' > : - ' :'~Wemade the decisions on
tion ' and was not surprised The bank was considering a week.,..... in other words about to work with groups such as ' economic -grounds on our own
there was talk of a protest gath- scheme for "one or two sites" 90 per cent of customers are Age Concern to help people terms." .



ew SC bank.
By Claire Allison
Staff Reporter

Tirnaru district councillor
Ray Bennett wants to find out
if the community would support
the idea of a South Canterbury
pank. .

In the wake of planned clo
sures of WestpacTrust branches
in Waimate, Temuka and
Highfield, er Bennett said it

. was time to fight back.
''VVe lost our flour mills, we

have lost our milk treatment
station, we don't bake bread
any more, the polytechnic coun
cil will no longer exist, and we
are losing banks.
. ."But we ,can do something

about the banks, because once
upon a time we formed the
South Canterbury Savings
Bank, . and 'I was one of the
many , people who guaranteed'
the funds to start the bank."

At next Tuesday's policy
and development committee

.meeting, Cr Bennett will ask
the council to find out if the
community would support the
spending of 'money on a feasi
bility study on the proposal. '

Ray Bennett .•. "we can't just
stand by and let it happen".

''1 don't know a lot about
forming banks, but I'm sure it
can be done."

Cr Bennett said the Tarana
Id Savings Bank made $8.5 mil
lion last year, and had 35-odd
branches, in country areas as
well.

''Why can't we do the same?
We've got the premises that are
set up for banks, so that's one
thing we wouldn't have to do.

''What we are seeing here is
the tip of the iceberg, and the
iceberg is getting bigger all the
time. We must do something
about it, we can't just stand by
and let 'it happen."

Cr Bennett said a high pro
portion of Timaru people were
in the older age group, and did
not deal well with electronic
banking in its various forms.

The South Canterbury Sav
ings Bank was formed in 1964.
The idea was mooted by the
local chamber of commerce, but
it took some three years' work
by a ,dedicated committee to
bring the concept to fruition.

.Secretary, Ken Churcher
said notables throughout the
district were pulled together to
form the committee and deal
with the Minister of Finance.

Guarantors had to be found
and pledges made, .in the 'face
of ever-shifting goalposts .from
the Government. '

The bank was only allowed '
to ' deal with small savings 'ac

' cou n t s , no commercial ac
counts, and it could not loan. ..

.Money could only be invested
in Government stock; and the

'profit margin was slim.
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(Source: The Timaru Herald, Thursday 4 March, 1999)



Bank move
matter

of choice
T h e imminent~losur~ of

WestpacTrustbank branches ID
Timaru, Temuka and Waimate has
drawn a predictably angry response,
but behind the emotion the issue is

one .of choice. The bank is first and nouncements lacking in sympathy for

foremost a business, Through provid- loyal customers' feelings. Said regional

ing a service it endeavours to make a manager Richard Wesdake: ''We knew

profit. WestpacTrust says the three we were goirigto lose some customers.

, branches are uneconomic, so it made a This had been budgeted for."

choice. But the anger being expressed has

Customers.could rightly feel anger another driving force. If it was any

at a perception of being manipulated other trading bank the reaction might

by the bank, IDbeing actively encour-vnot have been so strong,·but this was

aged to switch to electronic and tele- once the people's bank. Forty years

phone banking, then being charged .ago communities around New Zealand

fees to use them, and finally to see worked hard to establish .their own

their bricks and mortar branches close banks, 'with profits being used for the

because they took the bank's advice. good of the local area. .

WestpacTrust is not alone in doing The South Canterbury Trustee Sav-

this. . ings Bank was one of these success

The decision to close seems also to stories, and eventually it was decided

be callously sudden and following an·. there were further. advantages in

Bank closures
• It puts a customer in his or her place,
doesn't it, when the branch of a bank can
close its doors without any consultation
whatsoever with the customers they are
letting down. '

What about the elderly? What about
the beneficiaries? What about the local
businesses, now forced to change banks, or
close' their business, while they drive to
the nearest branch to deposit money?
What about the service, we as customers,
are entitled to?

Tough. That's what.
WestpacTrust can keep its give-away

cars. It can pocket the money spent on
advertising its great generosity, and let us,
the customers, keep our bank.

Shelley Casey
Temuka

merging 'with other savings banks
around the country, despite the loss of
local control. It is easy to say now but
if the community really wanted to com
plain, that was the time to do it.

But those making the decision did
not have a crystal ball, and would not
have foreseen that one day an over
seas-owned bank would have taken
over the savings bank conglomerate.
The Taranaki Savings Bank was the
only one to hold out, and is now going
from strength to strength 'with the
boast it is the only New Zealand-owned
bank still operating. Good luck to
Waimate in its endeavours in enticing
that bank to its community. ., '

But in South Canterbury,

WestpacTrust is exercising its business
choice in closing three branches; cus
tomers also have a choice. Move their
account to another branch, or go to
another bank. And, fortunately, there
are other banks to go to. That choice
will provide litde solace to those who
first started banking with the trustee
savings bank 40 years ago,'nor some of
the elderly for whom change is a hur
dle, nor for communities where every
job counts.

So while customers do have a
choice, for some it will forever leave a
bad taste. In today's protest meeting in
Temuka, some will get the opportunity
to at least voice that displeasure.



iProtes~~rs>~;~l1.ta.nge~ at.bank ....
, ",~,-- .' . - ..

...,Angerwas mixed with grim:; 'w~iild reverS~itsdecision, .the
. resignation as more than '100 protesters wanted to yoicetheir
'remukaresidents;many elderly, disappointment at the closure of
protested yesterday against the their branch next week
closing of the Iocal..branch of . ."We know we/won't get onr
WestpacTrnst. .·bankback, but we can't take this

The group, led by ,Aoraki Alii- Iying down," one elderly nian said.
ance candidate LynleySininions, The protest was also to send a
converged on the Teinukatown message to theremaining banks in
square, the town' that they were a vital
:(Although they were aware part of the community.
there was little chance the bank 'The president of Greypower in

Temuka, Gus Wright, nrged the nancial.sector: across the Tasman
group to tell WestpacTrust to "go indicate .that mergersof banks are
to •hell" by changing to' anothercei1:ain1y likely and will surely re
bank in the town. ,A number of sult infllrtherclo~es here in
residents indicated they had al- TeniUkaandother towns and cit-
ready done so. ies in New Zealand.vshe said.

Ms Sininions said the commu-
nity was fearful WestpacTrust After the protest, which lasted
would be the first bank in the about half-an-hour, a petition and
town to close and others would a letter voicing thecoIDmunity's
follow;·!'"' .... .... ,... COIl,!;~~,f"'~TlSar~gt~~;;9?~e

"Events happening in then: waSpi'eS~Iltedto thebanl<. '.' .

(Source: The Timaru Herald, Friday 5 March, 1999)



Coming together
nicely? bugger
Remember the catch-cry? - ing to retain the money ma-

"It's all coming together chines in the small towns?
nicely;" The bank's hierarchy is say"

That was what New Zea- ing only that they will be re- .
land's newest bank claimed just tained for six months and then
over a year ago during the the situation will be reviewed,':
merger of Westpac and Trust So where will thatIeave
Bank. WestpacTrust's rural customers,

Well, now it looks like it's assuming it still has any?
all coming apart ... and not so WestpacTrust would seem to
nicely, as far as WestpacTrust's be prepared to 00 completely
Waimate and Temuka custom- parasitic and expect its custom-
ers are concerned. ers to use the ATMsof the oth-

The new banking giant is er banks-'-the ones' that
claiming that a lot of its rural haven't closed theft rural
branches are uneconomic and branches or Withdrawn their
so it's lopping them from the cash dispensers. It makes you
system. . wonder how other banks feel .

Not surprisingly this is caus- about ,tltis tti'proach.
ing quite an outcry in the boon- "H:owe\rer;,Qi:ie,cim'thelp

~~b~:~s r-------:.......,..·"'·~·-"··"'·9"'i·"J;:,:lli~~~~~ if
an important . :; sOIrte kind of
part of any ':' batik cartel
small town's master plan

id=:i~~:: ('~~~~~~;'~,~,
. WestpacTrust, .possible that [

which admits behind closed
it expected a doors New
fuss but Zealand's ma-
doesn't intend to heed the pro- jor banks have pored over a
tests anyway, has treated its ru- map and carved up the country
ral customers With contempt. between them, one bank clos-
. All right, even if we accept ing its rural branches in one re-
that the small town banks are gion, another bank closing them
uneconomic <and it's arguable in another.
whose policies made them un- We've already seen
economic in the first place), WestpacTrust customers desert-
why didn'tWestpacTrust deter- ing in droves so they can sign .
mine this a year ago at the up with theBNZ and ANZ
time of the .amalgamation? That branches remaining in the
way it could have avoided small towns and WestpacTrust
spending countless thousands of has admitted that it expected
dollars refurbishing the uneco- such a reaction and had bud-
nomic branches and kitting geted for it.
them out in new carpets, livery Now if - and this is purely
and the like. a fictional scenario - BNZ

It would have made much closed its small branches in
more sense to have monitored Northland andWestpacTrust
the performance of' the small kept its branches open, things
branches at the outset before would even themselves out very
lavishing a lot of money on nicely, wouldn't they? Both
them, only to turn round and banks would retain roughly the
close them little more than a same number of customers and
year later. both would Save money by clos-

One can't help suspecting ing branches.
that closures were on the cards If a financial illiterate like
from the start, they were just me can think of it, it's hard to
delayed for a year because imagine the banking whiz kids
WestpacTrust didn't want to in Wellington haven't come up
stain the image of the new With a similar idea.
bank. And economically speaking

Another bone of contention it makes sense. But if it is the
among WestpacTrust customers case, it would just have been
in Waimate and Temuka is the nice if the banks had taken us
possibility that they may not into their confidence and ex-
even retain the use of the auto- plained their reasoning.
matic .telling machines.

One of the arguments In .the meantime, I've got a
WestpacTrust executives have suggestion to make to irate
used in justifying the closure of WestpacTrust customers in
the small branches is that cus- Waimate and Temuka. If the
tomers "prefer to use ATMs bank does close down your
and telephone banking". ATMs as well as your branches,

Actually it's simply that the and you finish up having to use
customers prefer not to cough eftposat local businesses to ob-

.up about $3. a time to carry out tain cash, think seriously about
their transactions over the bank having your wages or benefits
counter, but that's another directcredited to New World
story. or some other local business,

Even accepting that custom- who will in effect be managing
ers may make more use of your money.
ATMs than the counter, why That way you'll cut out the
then is WestpacTrust not pledg- inconsiderate middle men.

U
ir:

(Source: The Timaru Herald, Wednesday 10 March, 1999)




